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US Department of Justice 
555 4th  Street NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Re: United States v. John Hinckley Jr. (Case No. 81-306(PLF)) 

Independent Forensic Psychiatric Evaluation of John W. Hinckley, Jr. 

Dear Ms. Kennedy: 

Introduction  

This report is based on my independent forensic psychiatric evaluation of John W. Hinckley, Jr. 
in the above-referenced matter. As you will recall, on December 19, 2014, the Department of 
Behavioral Health, Saint Elizabeths Hospital ("Hospital") submitted a recommendation that Mr. 
Hinckley be granted an expansion of his current Conditional Release and placement on 
Convalescent Leave. The Hospital's July 29, 2011501(e) motion to expand the duration of Mr. 
Hinckley's visits with his family in Williamsburg included two visits of 17 days and six visits of 
24 days with subsequent transition to Convalescent Leave status after successful completion of a 
minimum of eight visits, as well as the unaccompanied use the family car for activities that have 
been specified in the recommendation. 

Mr. Hinckley's Conditional Release Order of February 26, 2014 allowed him to visit with his 
family in Williamsburg, Virginia for a minimum of eight 17-day visits. In addition, the Order 
cited Mr. Hinckley's conditions to include unsupervised driving in the family car to specific 
appointments, expansions in the amount of time for him to have unsupervised activities in the 
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Williamsburg community, and the continuation of the provision of detailed itineraries prior to 
each visit to Williamsburg and detailed reports following each visit, with those reports to be 
submitted under seal to the court prior to the next visit. Mr. Hinckley completed the eighth 17-
day visit on 12/1/14 and the Hospital submitted their letter for expansion on 12/19/14. I will 
provide the specifics of that request later in this report. 

I examined John W. Hinckley, Jr. at St. Elizabeths Hospital on 3/9 and 3/10/15. In addition, I 
conducted collateral interviews with Hospital staff including Verne J. Hyde, MT-BC, Benjamin 
Adewale, M.D., Michelle Godwin, Ph.D., Sidney Binks, Ph.D., ABPP, Denise Brown, LCSW, 
Ryan Carroll, M.T., Esther Koomson, RN, Velora Jernigan-Pedrick, and Nicole Johnson, M.D., 
FAPA. I also conducted collateral interviews with the Williamsburg treatment providers, 
including Deborah Giorgi-Guaneiri, J.D., M.D., Carl Beffa, MSW, and Jonathan Weiss, MSW. I 
attempted to interview Elizabeth Haley, M.T., however, she did not respond to my requests for 
interview. I also toured the Eastern State Hospital "café" where Mr. Hinckley volunteers and 
spoke with Corliss Jones, his supervisor. In addition, I interviewed family members of John 
Hinckley, including JoAnn Hinckley, Scott Hinckley, and Diane Simms. I also interviewed Les 
Solomon and Bruce Brelsford. 

In addition to examining Mr. Hinckley and conducting collateral interviews, I reviewed my 
previously submitted reports dated 11/18/96, 6/2/97, 8/3/03, 10/29/04, 4/4/07, 6/7/08, 11/14/11, 
and 2/19/13. I have also reviewed the following documents: 

1. Department of Behavioral Health Request for Convalescent Leave by Patrick J. Canavan, 
Psy.D. and Michelle P. Godwin, Ph.D., regarding 501(e) Motion, dated 12/19/14 

2. Department of Behavioral Health Request for Convalescent Leave Addendum by Patrick 
J. Canavan, Psy.D. and Michelle P. Godwin, Ph.D., dated 3/20/15 

3. Order of Examination of John W. Hinckley, Jr. by the Hon. Judge Paul L. Friedman dated 
1/22/15 

4. Scheduling Order by the Honorable Judge Paul L. Friedman, dated 2/6/15 

5. Recommendation for 501(e) Motion by VJ Hyde, M.M.T., M.T.-B.C., Clinical 
Administrator, dated 9/26/14 

6. St. Elizabeths Hospital Records through March 2015 

7. United States Secret Service Surveillance Reports 
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8. Memorandum of Opinion by the Honorable Judge Paul L. Friedman, dated 12/20/13 

9. Memorandum of Opinion by the Honorable Judge Paul L. Friedman, dated 2/26/14 

10. Order by the Honorable Judge Paul L. Friedman, dated 3/27/14 

11. Department of Behavioral Health, St. Elizabeths Hospital Letters regarding proposed 
itineraries for visits to Williamsburg, proposed changes for those itineraries, staff 
accompanied outings in the Washington Metropolitan Area, and reports on the 
Individualized Relapse Prevention Plans related to each visit to Williamsburg 

A. For 2013: 1/22, 3/13, 3/21, 5/2, 6/20, 7/19, 8/1, 9/19, 10/23, 10/29, 11/21, 12/6, 
and 12/19; 

B. For 2014: 2/27, 5/2, 5/9, 5/15, 6/5, 6/13, 6/241,7/10, 7/22, 7/24, 8/1, 8/7, 9/5, 
9/11, 9/24, 10/1, 10/3, 10/9, 11/5, 11/13, 12/4, 12/5, 12/11, 12/19, 12/22, and 
12/31; 

C. For 2015: 1/9, 1/12, 1/23, 2/5, 2/9, 2/13, 2/19, 2/27, 3/5, 3/13, 3/20, and 4/3. 

12. Psychiatric Progress Notes of Deborah Giorgi-Guaneiri, M.D., from 2/2013 through 
2/2015 

13. Individual Psychotherapy Notes by Carl Beffa, MSW from 2/2013 through 2/2015 

14. Group Psychotherapy Notes by Carl Beffa, MSW from 4/2014 through 2/2015 

15. Case management notes by Jonathan Weiss, MSW from 4/2014 through 2/2015 

16. Music therapy notes by Elizabeth Haley, M.T-B.C., from 2/2013 through 2/2015 

17. Violence Risk Assessment Update by Katherine Murphy, Psy.D., dated 3/31/15. 

Background Information and Reason for Referral 

Mr. John Hinckley, Jr., is a 59 year old Caucasian male who was admitted to the John Howard 
Pavilion at Saint Elizabeths Hospital on 6/22/82, having been found Not Guilty by Reason of 
Insanity on 12 counts of attempted murder, possession of a prohibitive weapon, and carrying a 
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pistol without a license. He was committed to St. Elizabeths Hospital on 6/22/82 pursuant to the 
provisions of Title 24 Secton 501(d)(1) of the DC code until such time he is ordered released 
pursuant to Title 24 Section 501(d)(2) or Title 24 Section 501(b) of the DC code having been 
found Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity on these charges involving his assassination attempt on 
the life of President Ronald Reagan as well as the shooting of press secretary James Brady and 
assault on D.C. police officer Thomas Delahanty and Secret Service Agent Timothy McCarthy. 

Mr. Hinckley's hospital course has been reviewed extensively since his admission in 1982, and I 
will not repeat the details of his hospitalization and conditional release expansions prior to 
February 2014 when the court in its February 26, 2014 order expanded Mr. Hinckley's 
conditional release to include a minimum of eight 17-day visits to Williamsburg at the home of 
his mother, unaccompanied driving privileges, and expansion of time for independent and 
unsupervised activities in Williamsburg. 

The reason for this current independent forensic psychiatric evaluation is to assist the Court by 
providing my opinion(s) and recommendation(s) based on my review of the Hospital's current 
501(e) letters for modification of Mr. Hinckley's Conditional Release Order to allow 
convalescent leave, i.e., placement in Williamsburg at the residence of his mother on a full-time 
outpatient basis. Mr. Hinckley's treatment team submitted a recommendation 501(e) Motion by 
V.J. Hyde, MT-BC, Clinical Administrator to the Hospital Forensic Review Board on 9/26/14. 

The recommendation for 501(e) Motion, dated 9/26/14, was submitted by VJ Hyde, MT-BC, 
Clinical Administrator, to the Forensic Review Board at St. Elizabeths Hospital. In that 
recommendation, Mr. Hyde listed the risk factors related to the instant offense as: 

1. Depression 
2. Isolation 
3. Psychosis 
4. Lack of insight into mental illness 
5. Personality Disorder 
6. Access to weapons 
7. Lack of family support 

In addition, Mr. Hyde listed risk factors that have become evident or developed since the instant 
offense to include: 

8. History of suicide attempts 
9. Difficulty in relationships with females 
10. Deception 
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Further, Mr. Hyde provided brief social, psychiatric, substance abuse, and legal histories, went 
on to detail Mr. Hinckley's hospital course since the last presentation to the Forensic Review 
Board on January 10,2014, as well as Mr. Hinckley's history of Unauthorized Leave (none) and 
pertinent medical history and information. 

Mr. Hyde further referenced Mr. Hinckley's Psychological Risk Assessments by Paul 
Montalbano, Ph.D. on 5/28/08, Violence Risk Assessments dated 7/14/11 and 11/29/12 by 
Katherine Murphy, Psy.D., as well as the current Mental Status Examination by Andrew 
Schwartz, M.D. on 9/30/14. 

Mr. Hyde listed the current diagnoses from St. Elizabeths as: 

Axis I: 	298.90 	Psychotic Disorder NOS, in remission 

	

296.36 	Major Depressive Disorder, recurrent, in full remission 

Axis II: 	301.81 	Narcissistic Personality Disorder 

	

301.20 	Schizoid Personality Disorder (premorbid) 

Axis III: 	550.90 	Unilateral Inguinal hernia 

	

477.9 	Allergic Rhinitis, unspecified 

	

564.00 	Unspecified Constipation 

	

473.9 	Unspecified Sinusitis 

	

530.11 	Reflux Esophagitis 

Axis IV: 	 Criminal justice system 

Axis V: 	 Current GAF =65 Highest GAF in past year =65 

Mr. Hyde also listed Mr. Hinckley's current medications at that time as: 

1. Risperdal lmg po every night at bedtime for psychosis, 
2. Zoloft 100mg po every morning for major depression, 
3. Zoloft 25mg twice per day for major depression, 
4. Hydrochlorothiazide 25mg po every morning, elevated blood pressure with hypertension, 
5. Colace 100mg po every day for constipation, 
6. Multivitamin 1 tablet po with food for nutrition, 
7. Aspirin 81mg tablet every day for anticoagulant therapy, 
8. Alavert 2mg oral tablet every morning for rhinitis, 
9. Flonase 50mcg one spray each nostril every morning for rhinitis, 
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10. Motrin 600mg every six hours for pain, 
11. Tylenol 325mg every 4-6 hours or as needed for pain, 
12. Zantac 150mg twice per day for GERD. 

Mr. Hyde addressed the rationale for recommendation in the Recommendation by listing the 
status of the risk factors as follows: 

1. Depression. Since January 2014 Mr. Hinckley's behavior has not been indicative of signs 
of depression; 

2. Isolation. Mr. Hinckley carries out day to day conversations with his peers although he 
does not overly socialize with them, continues to socialize with his female friend on the 
grounds of the hospital, socializes with workers at Eastern State Hospital, greets 
pedestrians while on walks, has taken an interest in photography and working with two 
mentors, is seeking community based classes for photography, musical connections, and 
attends the outpatient psychotherapy group where he has reportedly been active, 
involved, and highly engaged; 

3. Psychosis. No active symptoms of psychosis have been noted; 

4. Lack of insight into mental illness. Mr. Hinckley continues to take his medication as 
prescribed and is an advocate for medications to treat symptoms of mental illness for 
himself and for others; 

5. Personality Disorder. Mr. Hinckley has not shown evidence of previously reported signs 
of narcissistic behaviors since last being presented to the review board in January 2014, 
shown some improvements in social interactions with peers, and has demonstrated 
increased empathy in his relationship with Ms. B.; 

6. Access to weapons. There have been no attempts to obtain weapons at the hospital or 
while in Virginia and there are no weapons at the family home; 

7. Lack of family support. "His family has provided tremendous financial and support of 
time during the past several years of court hearings, outings in DC, and visits to 
Virginia." Mr. Hinckley's mother and siblings continue to be actively engaged with 
hospital staff via in-person and phone interviews and providing monthly feedback 
reports; 
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8. History of suicide attempt. Mr. Hinckley has not experienced suicidal behaviors since 
early periods around his arrest and admission during the 1980's; 

9. Difficulty in relationships with females. Mr. Hinckley continues visits on the grounds 
with a former female patient at St. Elizabeths, and provides social support and advocates 
for her participation in her prescribed treatment. He was also involved with another 
former patient in the Hospital who had sent him a breakup letter ending their relationship. 

Mr. Hyde summarized that "Mr. Hinckley has successfully and appropriately utilized the full 
terms of his January 2014 CR," despite resistance to his "reintegration attempts" in 
Williamsburg. He further reported that Mr. Hinckley has remained invested in efforts and 
interested in developing alternative opportunities for work and socialization in concert with the 
court's December 2013 opinion as areas where substantial growth was expected to be 
demonstrated in the extended 17-day visits. Mr. Hyde makes reference to the break-up letter Mr. 
Hinckley received and the "enormous stressor" of the news about James Brady's cause of death, 
homicide, and Mr. Hinckley's handling those events successfully, remaining psychiatrically 
stable and maintaining consistent contact with DC and Virginia providers. 

Mr. Hyde also referenced the court's February 2014 court ordered Conditional Release for a 
minimum of eight 17-day visits and the Hospital's submission of a Motion to Modify the 
administrative requirements related to visits after a minimum of four successful trips, which has 
been done. The "consistent record of success, stability, dependable adherence to his itineraries, 
and appropriate use of expanded driving privileges in Williamsburg, VA" were noted by Mr. 
Hyde as evidence that "Mr. Hinckley has exhibited his capacity for success if he were to be 
approved for Convalescent Leave." He referenced the difficulties Mr. Hinckley has experienced 
in establishing employment and social roots in the area, and the requirement to submit detailed 
itineraries in advance of his visits has hampered his ability to "dynamically respond to and 
generate social, vocational, and recreational opportunities when he is in the community." 

In addition to the recommendation for Convalescent Leave to reside full time in Williamsburg, 
the treatment team also recommended that: (1) in the interim, the future itineraries continue with 
much less degree of specificity, (2) removal of the intemet supervision restriction, (3) Mr. Weiss 
be transitioned to become the primary point of contact for the Secret Service while Mr. Hinckley 
is in Virginia, and (4) future trip summaries be captured in his treatment provider clinical notes 
to be distributed to the Court, Counsel, and Hospital treatment team. 

The treatment team's recommendation was approved by the Forensic Review Board (FRB) on 
10/1/14. The Board found that Mr. Hinckley remains psychiatrically stable and has utilized the 
17-day visits to Williamsburg, has vastly improved his socialization while there, and has taken 
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initiative to follow his itinerary and helps coordinate the visits. They also noted no problematic 
behaviors or other concerns were raised, but it was unclear at that time if Mr. Hinckley would 
face new charges following the recent death of Mr. Brady. It was determined in January 2015 
that the U.S. Government would not be pursuing further charges against Mr. Hinckley. The 
Review Board also endorsed that the "administrative burden of pre and post visit letters are 
burdensome," and endorsed the team's request for the specifics of those letters be reduced, that 
Mr. Hinckley be granted Convalescent Leave as previously requested, have increased access to 
the internet, and requests for Mr. Weiss to be the point of contact for the Secret Service. The 
Review Board directed the team to update Mr. Hinckley's mental status examination, make 
corrections to the report as discussed in the FRB, and for the clinical treatment issues to include 
helping Mr. Hinckley and his mother assess other insurance options to help ease the financial 
burden of his clinical activities in Williamsburg, and verify the dose of Mr. Hinckley's Zoloft to 
explain the rationale for dose/time administration. Each of these items was addressed and the 
insurance options issue was to be an ongoing issue for the team to address. 

On 12/19/14, St. Elizabeths Hospital, pursuant to Title 24, Section 501(e) submitted its 
Recommendation that Mx. Hinckley be granted convalescent leave. The Department of 
Behavioral Health, St. Elizabeths Hospital, submitted an addendum to the recommended 
convalescent leave plan on 3/20/15. Further, a Violence Risk Assessment Update was authored 
by Katherine Murphy, Psy.D, dated 3/31/15. 

Review of the Department of Behavioral Health, St. Elizabeths Hospital records, letters to the 
court, and progress notes by Williamsburg providers indicates that since the expansion of Mr. 
Hinckley's Conditional Release from 10-day visits to 17-day visits in Williamsburg as per the 
court's order of 2/26/14, Mr. Hinckley had visits to Williamsburg as follows: 

1. 4/12-28/2014 
2. 5/10-26/2014 
3. 6/14-30/2014 
4. 7/12-28/2014 
5. 8/2-18/2014 
6. 9/13-29/2014 
7. 10/11-27/2014 
8. 11/15-12/1/2014 
9. 12/13-29/2014 
10. 1/10-26/2015 
11. 2/14-3/2/2015 
12. 3/14-30/2015 
13. Proposed for 4/11-20/2015 
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As has been required, the Hospital has submitted pre-visit itineraries that have been prepared by 
the Hospital staff (VJ Hyde, Clinical Administrator) in conjunction with consultation from the 
Williamsburg treatment providers, post-visit Individualized Relapse Prevention Plan feedback 
from responsible persons, family members, and Mr. Hinckley, and the provision of progress 
notes by the Williamsburg providers. 

In their letter of 12/19/14 the Department of Behavioral Health, St. Elizabeths Hospital, provides 
the background information regarding Mr. Hinckley's commitment, summary of the 17-day 
visits to Williamsburg, and their recommendation that Mr. Hinckley be granted convalescent 
leave to reside in Williamsburg, Virginia, with his mother. The letter describes the 
recommended plan for convalescent leave as follows: "The Hospital respectfully recommends 
that the following plan for convalescent leave be considered: 

1. Mr. Hinckley will reside in Williamsburg, Virginia, full time with his mother. 

2. Mr. Hinckley will continue to receive his psychiatric follow up with Dr. Giorgi-
Guarnieri. He will receive his group and individual therapy from Mr. Beffa and case 
management services from Mr. Weiss. Dr. Giorgi-Guarnieri and Mr. Weiss will 
communicate with the Outpatient Department (OPD) based upon a monthly check list 
and summary, as well as telephone contact prior to his visiting the staff in DC. The 
Giorgi-Guarnieri will write prescriptions to be filled at a Williamsburg pharmacy. 

3. Mr. Hinckley will utilize the services of a PCP primary care physician (PCP) in 
Williamsburg. The hospital will supply the medical provider in Virginia a list of Mr. 
Hinckley's medication and medical concerns. Dr. Giorgi-Guarnieri and Mr. Weiss will 
provide monthly summaries of Mr. Hinckley's treatment compliance to OPD. 

4. Mr. Hinckley will make weekly calls to the OPD for the first three months and monthly 
thereafter at the discretion of OPD. 

5. Mr. Hinckley will travel to Washington, D.C., to meet with OPD and at least one current 
member of his inpatient treatment team each month for the first four months. Any future 
trips will be at the discretion of OPD. 

6. Mr. Hinckley will continue to attend his scheduled activities at Eastern State Hospital at 
least until employment or an alternative constructive day time activity is arranged. 

7. Mr. Hinckley will continue to carry a GPS-enabled phone at all times. 
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8. 	Hospital staff will assist Mr. Hinckley with applying for federal benefits prior to his 
convalescent leave." 

The letter concludes with the Hospital's opinion that "Mr. Hinckley has sufficiently recovered 
his sanity and will not be a danger to himself or others in the reasonable or foreseeable future; 
and therefore is entitled to reside in Williamsburg with the afore mentioned conditions, in 
accordance with D.C. Official code 24-501(e) as amended." 

In their letter of 3/20/15, the Hospital writes to include additional conditions to the recommended 
convalescent leave plan in order to provide the Court and counsel with further details for 
consideration. Generally, the Hospital recommendations include an expansion from the previous 
12/19/14 letter to include more specificity regarding visits for a limited time period with 
Williamsburg providers and changes at their discretion, involvement of the Director of Forensic 
Services for the Outpatient Department for a limited time period with changes at her discretion, 
avoidance of government centers, prohibition of travel outside of a 50-mile radius from 
Williamsburg without court approval, continuation of the media plan, internet monitoring, and 
GPS, and development of alternative housing and treatment plans should the Williamsburg 
placement fail. 

Review of Violence Risk Assessment Update by Katherine Murphy, Psy.D. 

I conducted a collateral interview with Katherine Murphy, Psy.D., on 3/27/15 and received her 
Violence Risk Assessment Update on 3/31/15. I describe the information garnered from my 
collateral interview with Dr. Murphy later in this report (page 	). Included in the Violence 
Risk Assessment Update, Dr. Murphy reported the reason for referral, the method of assessment, 
summary of visits to Williamsburg on Conditional Release, interviews of John Hinckley, 
collateral interviews, mental status and behavioral observations, test results, diagnoses, actuarial 
assessment, structured professional judgment, summary and conclusions and recommendations. 

In her Summary and Conclusions, Dr. Murphy reviewed Mr. Hinckley's gradual transition to the 
community beginning in 2003 through the visits in 2014, and she concluded that "the initiation 
of Phase V, Convalescent Leave, is currently being recommended by the Hospital." She 
summarized based on her review "Mr. Hinckley will remain a low risk of violence if granted 
convalescent leave under specific conditions." She continued, "my opinion does not change that 
Mr. Hinckley is a low risk for relapse of psychosis and depression without prolonged social 
isolation. Should a relapse of symptoms of major mental illness begin to occur, it would likely 
be gradual, detected by treatment providers, and responsive to pharmacology. The fundamental 
structure of the Hospital's proposed plan is supported by the current assessment, with additional 
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specificity and modified time frames recommended below." Dr. Murphy then lists her 
recommendations for the initial period of adjustment to convalescent leave to be considered in 
the context of a six month time frame referred to as "Phase V — Part A," followed by "Part B" 
which refers to the subsequent 6-18 month, and "Part C" follows. 

Review of St. Elizabeths Hospital Records 

Review of the St. Elizabeths Hospital records indicates that Mr. Hinckley has continued to 
participate in the treatment mall, assigned to groups, as well as his work adjustment training 
program job assignment in the hospital library. I have commented on the observations of the 
treatment team members, ward based staff, and his supervisor at St. Elizabeths. He has been 
noted to participate in activities he chooses and has not demonstrated any signs or symptoms of 
active psychosis or mood depression. He has also been observed to continue his dedication and 
interest in his feral cats; i.e., providing them food and demonstrating his continuing interest in 
their well being. He is noted to be fully compliant with his medications and to specifically make 
inquiries of staff members when he has an upcoming conditional leave visit to ensure his 
medications are prescribed and attained. His Individual Recovery Plan (IRP) continues to 
describe his longstanding treatment goals of placement in the community, continuation of the 
activities he has maintained at the hospital, as well as increasing his activities in Williamsburg. 

Review of the Williamsburg visits under the 10-day Conditional Release Order and since the last 
court hearing in 2013 demonstrates that Mr. Hinckley was participating in the prior activities at 
Eastern State Hospital, however, the library closed in the summer and there were requests that he 
be able to increase his hours in volunteering at the café. It appears that he did indeed attempt to 
do that, however, the actual volunteer activities at Eastern State Hospital decreased during 2013. 
In September 2013 Corliss Jones spoke with VJ Hyde and KyleeAnn Stevens who were visiting 
Eastern State Hospital and gave them positive feedback about Mr. Hinckley's experience at the 
hospital and that increasing his hours at the café would be beneficial. Earlier in the year, during 
the MarchiApril 2013 visit, Mr. Beffa reported that Mr. Hinckley had been experiencing feelings 
of rebuff, betrayal, and abandonment due to rejections in the Williamsburg area, however, by 
September 2013, Elizabeth Haley wrote of her intent to assist Mr. Hinckley in planning a "social 
music-making group" in the Kingsmill area because Mr. Hinckley "had already been well 
received in the community." Family support for Mr. Hinckley continued as each visit took place 
in the home of his mother, who reported the visits went well and she was very glad to have her 
son visiting her home. Diane Simms visited twice between March and December 2013, and 
Scott Hinckley visited three times during that same time period. Mr. Hinckley's siblings 
consistently indicated visits were "good" and the only concerns expressed had to do with Mr. 
Hinckley's relationship with Ms. CB and his being "a little depressed" because of her clinical 
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condition, and frustration by his siblings because of the time it was taking for a ruling by the 
court on the Hospital's Motion. 

Mr. Hinckley began the court approved 17-day visits in April 2014. During that first visit, Mr. 
Hinckley did obtain a temporary food handler's license and attended a number of activities with 
Mr. Weiss. Mr. Weiss noted the resistance to Mr. Hinckley and rejections he experienced when 
attempting to engage in volunteer work or other activities that were similar to his previous 
rejections when Mr. Beffa was Mr. Hinckley's case manager. The rejections noted by Mr. Weiss 
included volunteer work at the law library at William and Mary, a position at the Williamsburg 
United Methodist Church, the ARC of greater Williamsburg to provide supportive services for 
individuals with intellectual disabilities, the Botanical Gardens Board, the Heritage Humane 
Society, a food store, art lessons at an an art gallery (Century Art Gallery), and a warehouse 
position (Master Craftsman Silversmith). 

Mr. Hinckley was able to obtain his Virginia driver's license and a "Good Neighbor Pass" which 
would facilitate his attending various activities in the Williamsburg community. Mr. Hinckley 
secured his food handler's license and increased his volunteer services at the café at Eastern 
State Hospital. Mr. Hinckley also joined and began participation in the first of two groups with 
Mr. Beffa. The first group, comprised of ten members, met in the evenings and Mr. Hinckley 
began attending once per week while on the 17-day visits. When Mr. Hinckley subsequently 
decided to attend NAMI meetings, which also take place in the evenings, Mr. Beffa and he 
changed the attendance to a late-morning group (again with ten members) and he has attended 
that group ever since. 

During the June 2014 visit, Mrs. Hinckley reported on the increasing expenses of John's care 
with the expansion in conditions and time in Williamsburg, and feeling "overloaded." 

The relapse prevention plans also note that Mr. Hinckley had an inquiry from a professional 
driver that escorts him to and from the Hospital regarding possible visiting him, however, when 
he discussed this with the team the team advised him against socializing with her. 

In keeping with the Memorandum of Opinion and Order by the Hon. Paul L. Friedman dated 
2/26/14, Mr. Hinckley has engaged in more activities in the community under the supervision 
and direction of Jonathan Weiss, his case manager. Further, Mr. Hinckley has adhered to the 
itineraries with one known instance of his not adhering to the established itinerary to visit a 
retired professional photographer with his friend, Bruce Brelsford, in which they instead visited a 
musician, John Tracy, without notifying either the Hospital or Williamsburg providers. Mr. 
Hinckley did notify Mr. Hyde the day after the visit and acknowledged that it was a lapse in 
judgment as he should have notified Mr. Hyde for clearance prior to making such a change. 
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There were, however, other instances when Mr. Hinckley did not deviate from the itinerary, 
including declining plans to go to a coffee shop to meet with his friend Ms. L. because he was 
not able to reach Mr. Hyde and request the necessary change. 

Collateral Interviews 

Carl Beffa, MSW 

On 3/4/15 I interviewed Carl Beffa at his office in Williamsburg, VA. I had previously 
interviewed Mr. Beffa on several occasions related to Mx. Hinckley's conditional release and 
proposals for expansion of those conditions. I had last talked with Mr. Beffa in February 2013 
and asked him to bring me up to date on how things have transpired over that time from the 
therapist point of view. Prior to the addition of Jonathan Weiss as the case management provider 
in Williamsburg, Mr. Beffa had served as both Mr. Hinckley's case manager and individual 
therapist. Since Mr. Weiss became case manager in February 2013, Mr. Beffa has served as 
individual and group therapist for Mr. Hinckley. Mr. Beffa told me that he has cut his time in 
practice to half time and has also become involved in a research project through a grant from 
involving caregivers for demented individuals. 

Mr. Beffa went on to tell me he believes that the changes he has seen in Mr. Hinckley have had a 
lot to do with Mr. Hinckley starting to be accepted in terms of expanded activities and attempts 
at both volunteer and work opportunities. Mr. Beffa also noted that both he and Dr. Sidney 
Binks have seen Mr. Hinckley "just coming more alive because he knows — he really hates going 
back there and he loves coming down here and when he is down here, he is just more engaging, 
more initiative, looking forward to being here, much more positive." Mr. Beffa added that he 
believes Mr. Hinckley is making "better judgments." He went on to describe that Mr. Hinckley 
had made a friend at Eastern State Hospital while performing his volunteer work, and that friend 
was discharged from Eastern State Hospital and wanted to "connect with him." Mr. Hinckley 
decided he thought the friend was a Rastafarian, and suspected that he smoked cannabis and Mr. 
Hinckley wanted "to stay clear of that." Mr. Beffa added that Mr. Hinckley told him that as soon 
as he returns to St. Elizabeths Hospital he has a urine drug screen and wants to stay clear of any 
issues related to exposure to illegal drugs. 

Mr. Beffa also added that he thought that Mr. Hinckley had handled the breakup with a woman, 
Ms. N, who was his newest girlfriend at the Hospital and that he was really impressed by the way 
he handled that breakup. Mr. Beffa continued that Mr. Hinckley had described Ms. N as the 
"most rational, sane person he had ever experienced in his years at St. Es" and that he was really 
enthusiastic. Mr. Beffa then told me that eventually Ms. N. sent Mr. Hinckley a "Dear John 
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letter saying good-bye" and that "John thought they had really hit it off' and they had a friendly 
relationship, including her giving him two expensive gifts for his birthday. Mr. Beffa added that 
John was debating whether or not he should try to reach out to Ms. N., and had made a phone 
call in which he talked with her mother once or twice who was friendly, as well as an aunt who 
was not friendly and was rude towards him, but he was never able to connect with N 	after 
he received the letter. Mr. Beffa added that he believed that "John showed good judgment in 
writing her a brief letter because although he was disappointed and could not understand what 
had happened," he "didn't get nasty or didn't get ugly or angry about it" Mr. Beffa added that 
he did not see the letter that was written by Mr. Hinckley so he did not know the content. 

Mr. Beffa added that Ms. CB and Ms. N. knew about one another, and that while Ms. N. was 
accepting of the situation, Ms. CB "gave him a hard time a little bit." He told me that John's 
relationship with Ms. CB continues and that Ms. CB is also aware of his friendship with Ms. L. 
He told me that it is his understanding that Ms. L. has been to Mr. Hinckley's home and 
apparently that Mr. Hinckley's mother and Ms. L's mother coincidentally had known each other 
in the past but were not good friends. Mr. Beffa stated his understanding was that "John and Ms. 
L. are good friends, that there has been no sexual involvement, and "it kind of reminds me of, 
like, what adolescents might do." He also noted that when Ms. L. has visited, they watch TV, 
listen to music, and recorded some of his songs because he is hoping to get some kind of a band 
going. 

Mr. Beffa mentioned that "John took initiative and contacted John Tracy regarding his Asylum 
Studio." Mr. Beffa stated that he did not know that John was contacting John Tracy, who was 
someone Mr. Beffa had previously identified as someone who John could possible play music 
with and that John had called Mr. Tracy and he and his friend Bruce were able to talk to Mr. 
Tracy about what it would cost to record one of his songs. Mr. Beffa said John was told it would 
be $150, which was "too expensive for John" but that he was "delighted" by John's initiating the 
contact and arranging for the visit with Mr. Tracy. Mr. Beffa also reported he believed that John 
had talked to Dr. GG, who told him that she goes to a coffee shop where there are various 
musical connections on a bulletin board as well as sometimes one or two people playing music 
there, so John was going to try to include in his itinerary to have coffee at this coffee shop. 

Mr. Beffa told me another item he was impressed by regarding John's judgment was his meeting 
Ms. L. at a NAMI meeting. He reminded me that 3-4 years ago he had encouraged John to go to 
NAMI and he "totally refused." He went on to say that John met Ms. L. that first night that he 
went and that she has not returned to a NAMI meeting since, however, she and John have seen 
each other subsequently when she has visited Mrs. Hinckley's home. Mr. Beffa told me that 
John met Ms. L in a small group of possibly 3-4 patients or ex-patients and they chatted, and she 
invited him to a Starbucks that weekend but because it was not on the itinerary, he tried to reach 
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VJ Hyde, apparently unsuccessfully, and thus decided to wait until the next month, making that 
decision on his own. Mr. Beffa expressed his belief that John and Ms. L. have had regular 
contact, meeting once or twice each visit. He also noted that John continues in NAM1 and that 
the time for John's group therapy sessions was changed so that he could attend NAMI meetings. 

Mr. Beffa described the composition of the groups John has attended in the past and at present. 
He reported he prepped the groups by saying there will be a new member and if anyone did not 
want to be a part of the group they could leave, but they were all very accepting and high 
functioning individuals. He reported that in the current group, members include 

and "hated the fact of what JO= 
did to Reagan" and others with addictions, and they have all been able to meet and discuss 
various matters and have been very accepting of John. He said that John did not go into detail as 
to why he was at St. Elizabeths in response to their questions, other than to say he had committed 
a crime and was there for treatment and had been there for many years. Mr. Hinckley has been 
in the day group for approximately four sessions at the time of this interview. 

Mr. Beffa told me the change for John Hinckley going from one group to a different group also 
gave him a chance to meet a new set of people. He had been in the evening group for six or 
seven months and that group was comprised of 10 individuals. Mr. Beffa said the new group 
meets 	 and that it also is comprised of ten members. He stated that he believes 
group therapy sessions have gone well and that John said he would call to follow up with two of 
the members from the first group to meet socially, however he doesn't believe that is occurring 
at this point. Mr. Beffa reported that John attends two groups as well as two individual sessions 
during each 17-day visit, is always punctual, and participates in the group discussions. 

Mr. Beffa told me that on one of the visits John brought a cat from St. Elizabeths to his mother's 
home, and that was a difficult situation because the cat kept them up all night and ran away when 
it was let out. The cat did come back the day before John returned to St. Elizabeths so he was 
able to get it back to the Hospital. Mr. Beffa said John's concern for his cats and his concern 
about the Ms. CB situation demonstrate John's empathy. He also reported that John has told him 
that told Ms. CB that she cannot come to Williamsburg, and that this past Christmas she wanted 
to do so, and John told her she could not come to Williamsburg. He said they continue to have a 
friendship but they have not been intimate because there have been changes on the Hospital 
rounds and there is no place for them to have intimacy other than to sit and hold hands. Mr. 
Beffa added that Mr. Hinckley has not definitively told Ms. CB, "You cannot come" but has 
greatly discouraged that option and would like to continue their friendship. 

Mr. Beffa reported he has not had any concerns over the past two years about the risk factor 
involving Mr. Hinckley's relationships with women. He reported his impressions that John is 
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dealing with the issues with "Sid (Bulks)" at the Hospital and it seems "like he is really caring, 
very much like he does with his cats." 

Mr. Beffa and I discussed the death of James Brady and how that may have come up in 
individual and group therapy. Mr. Beffa told me that John brought up, in the beginning of one of 
the groups, that James Brady died and he was "extremely emotional about it." Mr. Beffa told me 
he was very impressed and John had said "something along the lines of 'I really regret what I did 
to his life'." Mr. Beffa said that John was sad about Mr. Brady's death, and a little concerned, 
but not too concerned, that he was going to be retried but he had talked with Barry Levine about 
it and was told there was most likely no grounds for that happening. 

We also talked about the Convalescent Leave recommendation by the Hospital and Mr. Beffa 
said he is hopeful "because it is indicated and our side has always contended that with more time 
down here, he is going to be able to make more contacts and make a life for himself, and that's 
happened with the 17 days and I think it's just going to happen all the more, especially with 
Weiss on board." He added also that he thinks a realistic job could come about and John has 
been excited about his volunteer work at Eastern State Hospital and the "Williamsburg 
Universalist— WLTU." Insofar as the rejections John has received when applying for jobs or 
volunteer opportunities, Mr. Beffa told me that "he expects it and so he doesn't get his hopes up 
as high as he had before." He mentioned the rejection from the Humane Society as a "big blow" 
that he "doesn't get really dejected as much as he used to in the past" 

Mr. Beffa told me that he had not actually received a copy of the Convalescent Leave 
recommendation from the Hospital, but his understanding is that "We'll continue to be like a 
supervisory presence and the treatment team here is still responsible for reports and whatnot, but 
my thought was we would still have to be answering to St. Es about what happens." He asked 
me whether an itinerary would still be expected. Mr. Beffa said he had missed the last team 
meeting at St. Elizabeths because it was being held during the time he has a group, so he does 
not know if there was more information about itineraries. Mr. Beffa told me that the 
Williamsburg providers have not met as a team with John Hinckley but they have met as a team 
of the four providers in between visits. I asked Mr. Beffa if he was aware that Dr. Johnson 
would be coming down to meet with the Williamsburg providers, and he asked me whether that 
was one of the doctors from St. Elizabeths. Mr. Beffa said that the Williamsburg providers meet 
in his office as a team and believes they have met two or maybe three times over the last eight to 
nine months. 

I shared with Mr. Beffa my unsuccessful efforts to reach Elizabeth Haley, the music therapist, 
and he replied "It's impossible." He went on to say that he had set up a first team meeting for 
the four providers, and she did not attend that meeting, and he had great difficulty trying to reach 
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her by email or phone to the extent that he was "really encouraging VJ to switch to another 
music therapist." He added, however, that she did make it to the last meeting they had but 
reported that "Deb and Jon (Weiss) and I have been the primary folks." 

I asked Mr. Beffa if he and John Hinckley had talked about the recommendation including the 
specifics, housing plans, and Mr. Hinckley's anticipation, and he responded that they have 
discussed these issues. He went on to say that Mrs. Hinckley "has rebounded" and is in excellent 
health, but at the time of the last hearing her health had been declining and "John is very aware 
that if his mother were to pass away, Scott has expressed an interest in selling the home very 
quickly which is a little concerning to John." Mr. Beffa told me that Mr. Weiss is fairly 
confident he would be able to find an apartment, condo, or townhome, but there was a question 
of who would pay for it. Mr. Beffa told me that he believes that Mr. Weiss would be fully 
capable of helping John find a place to live. Mr. Beffa added, however, that the issue is going to 
be "what money he is going to have." Mr. Beffa told me that he does accept Medicare but he 
does not accept Medicaid, so it would not be a problem for him to continue with John's 
treatment. Mr. Beffa told me that none of the Williamsburg providers have talked with Scott 
Hinckley and he assumes that someone at the Hospital has. He also told me "that whole thing 
with the attorney bill is — John said it is going to be interesting to see what happens at the court 
hearing with Barry and — because Barry is going to have to talk with Scott and vice versa about 
this whole thing." Mr. Beffa told me that John has told him that Scott has refused to pay 
attorney bills of "hundreds of thousands of dollars is my understanding." He responded that 
John had been "very disappointed and very chagrined," as well as very "embarrassed and 
thankful" that Mr. Levine has continued working with him on his case. Mr. Beffa said that his 
understanding from the last court hearing is that both of Mr. Hinckley's siblings said that John 
could stay in their mother's home as long as he needed until they found something, and he does 
not know if that position has changed or not. Mr. Beffa offered, "You can't put him on the street 
like he was before the whole incident happened" but also returning to the Hospital as the fall 
back position would not be desired. 

In concluding our interview, Mr. Beffa told me that the main thing he and John Hinckley had 
been working on "has always been concerned about the female relationships, his judgment." I 
asked him if they have focused on the risk factor of deception, and Mr. Beffa responded "He's 
just been more up front, more good judgment in terms of telling us what's happening." He also 
reported that he has not seen any active symptoms of a psychotic disorder, or narcissistic 
personality disorder. He added that he has seen "just the opposite" in that John has "felt 
complimented and good" about the fact that others have been interested in him, including the 
former professional photographer that he met through his friend Bruce. Mr. Beffa added that he 
believes John Hinckley has not tried to put himself in the spotlight at all, has "not felt entitled." 
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Deborah Giorgi-Guarnieri, J.D., M.D. 

I interviewed Dr. Deborah Giorigi-Guamieri (Dr. GG), treating psychiatrist in Williamsburg for 
Mr. Hinckley, on 3/4/15. I have interviewed Dr. Giorgi-Guarnieri (GG) on previous occasions 
related to Mr. Hinckley's Conditional Release orders and her recommendations regarding 
expansion of those conditions. Dr. GG initially provided me with copies of her notes, which was 
very helpful and sequential of her interactions with Mr. Hinckley. I reviewed her notes, and the 
information obtained from my discussion with Dr. GG is quite consistent with the content of her 
notes and her major focus is on the psychiatric and risk management elements and criteria 

Dr. GG informed me that she has the actual Convalescent Leave Recommendation but had not 
yet reviewed it thoroughly. I informed her of my understanding of the Department of Behavioral 
Health's 12/19/14 501(e) letter and recommendations to the court, which in my view are not as 
comprehensive as recommendation letters have been in the past. I noted the absence of an 
updated Violence Risk Assessment and Dr. GG confirmed that her understanding is that the 
Violence Risk Assessment would be done but had not been started at the time of my collateral 
interview with her. I expressed my concerns as to how the "hand-off' from the Hospital 
treatment team to the Williamsburg treatment providers and the Forensic Outpatient Department 
(FOPD) would be managed, and Dr. GG noted she could appreciate my concerns and she also 
has questions about how the Federal Court would interface with the Williamsburg team. 

I reminded Dr. GG of the last time she and I had actually met was in February 2013 and the 
Court's order was February 2014, such that Mr. Hinckley had completed more than the eight 
required 17-day visits and that my understanding is the actual Recommendation from the 
Hospital was submitted just after the eighth visit in December 2014. Dr. GG told me that 
everything has gone smoothly for John in the community, and that there have not been any issues 
with him doing something he was not supposed to do other than one minor change in the 
itinerary involving a music event. She noted that John Hinckley has not done anything so 
outside of the parameters of what he is supposed to do that it has caused the Williamsburg 
treatment providers any concern, and that is a "good part." 

Dr. GG noted it has been difficult to have a treatment team meeting because the treatment 
providers in Williamsburg work in different places, but when they have been able to meet as a 
team it has been very productive. I asked Dr. GG how many times the four treatment providers 
in Williamsburg had met as a team, including Elizabeth Haley, who I mentioned I have had great 
difficulty reaching and Dr. GG confirmed that it is difficult to reach her. Dr. GG reported she 
thinks the treatment providers have met four times total, with Ms. Haley attending two of those 
meetings. She noted that Mr. Weiss and she probably communicate the most and that it is more 
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of an outpatient team than an inpatient team. She confirmed that John Hinckley has not met with 
the four members of the Williamsburg treatment "team" together at any time. 

I told Dr. GG I had met with Mr. Beffa and Mr. Weiss, and although Mr. Beffa seemed to 
believe Mr. Weiss would take care of housing concerns for independent living, Mr. Weiss had 
indicated there really were no housing opportunities in Williamsburg, but perhaps there may be 
in Newport News or someplace nearby. I also told her Mrs. Hinckley had told me the family has 
not talked about John Hinckley's living conditions if Mrs. Hinckley were not available. Dr. GG 
expressed that she does not communicate with John Hinckley's siblings regularly, but her 
understanding is that originally the plan was, according to his brother and sister, that John would 
live in his mother's home until he comfortably found another place to live. She told me further 
she understands that John's brother Scott is saying that "John has no money" and "they are going 
to sell the house." She continued that if John has no money and his family intends to sell the 
house, that John would probably be considered Medicare and Medicaid eligible and "head over 
to a CSB," which she noted is of concern to her. Dr. GG told me that housing is very limited in 
Williamsburg and that individuals seeking supported housing would have "to definitely be a part 
of the whole system for that to happen," and that "it doesn't happen very quickly." She also 
noted that clinicians do not have the resources in Williamsburg that clinicians may have in DC, 
and she is pretty sure that John would have to make an effort to secure his treatment. Dr. GG 
said that she believes that John will receive either Social Security/Disability, Medicaid, or 
Medicare and that she does not think that would be as much of an issue as the living situation 
because there is not a guarantee for a living situation in Williamsburg. She noted that "his 
family has the resources to keep John as an outpatient in his home if they want to do that." 

Dr. GG and I had a discussion about the process in Washington, DC under the Federal court in 
that the Judge has the options of ordering that Mr. Hinckley remain hospitalized or granting a 
full unconditional release in which the court has no oversight. I clarified with her that 
Convalescent Leave does not mean that the Judge's responsibility is over and that it is a form of 
conditional release. We went over the specifics of the Hospital's recommendation that Mr. 
Hinckley would have monthly visits to the Hospital and weekly phone calls for the first few 
months with the discretion for further contact after the initial three to four months to be at the 
discretion of the Outpatient Department Staff, as well as discretion of the Williamsburg 
treatment providers as to how often Mr. Hinckley would be seen for psychiatric, case 
management, individual and group therapy appointments. I also indicated it was not clear to me 
from the Recommendation who would write reports to the court and how often. Dr. GG clarified 
that in the state of Virginia, the physician is the team leader, and I reminded her that the Clinical 
Administrator at the Hospital has always been the representative to the court from the Hospital. 
Dr. GG confirmed that there is interest among the Williamsburg providers in how the forensic 
issues would be done because the care providers in Williamsburg are in a private setting and 
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their work would have to be financially supported by someone. Dr. GG agreed that the financial 
support for John Hinckley's clinical treatment services, forensic services, and housing is a 
missing piece of the plan. Dr. GG told me that for Virginia state Not Guilty by Reason of 
Insanity patients the wait for community bed availability is sometimes a year even with Medicaid 
and Medicare support. 

I pointed out to Dr. GG that in my reading of the Hospital letter, there is no "Plan B" or "backup 
plan" as to what may be anticipated if Mr. Hinckley is suddenly in need of housing or other 
financial supports if his mother becomes unavailable. Dr. GG shared her impressions that the 
State system via Colonial Behavioral Health was hesitant to allow John into the mental health 
center because it costs money and it was unclear who would be providing funding to them. Dr. 
GG further shared that she believed that St. Elizabeths, in their hospital role, would no longer 
have involvement after a few months and that Scott Hinckley has said he does not want to pay 
for various services indefinitely. 

Dr. GG elaborated that her role in addition to psychiatric assessment and management of Mr. 
Hinckley's mental health needs has been to provide risk assessments. She said that she has a one 
hour session with Mr. Hinckley twice per visit and there is no medication management to speak 
of, and there have not been any issues with medication management. She also offered that 
Jonathan Weiss would be the individual preparing the reports to the Hospital. I told Dr. GG my 
understanding of the Hospital's recommendation is that she would meet with Mr. Hinckley once 
every two weeks. She told me "the push for twice per month is from the family because of cost," 
but that clinically she "would anticipate weekly meetings with Mr. Hinckley in the beginning," 
that would amount to four meetings per month compared to the two meetings per month that Mr. 
Hinckley currently has with her. She further defined that she would not step out of her role as 
physician but would take on the role of risk assessment because she does not believe the rest of 
the team is trained in risk assessment. She added, however, that part of the reason she and 
Jonathan Weiss talk a lot is because of the additional information he can provide regarding 
John's adjustment and functioning, which contributes to her ability to provide adequate and 
appropriate risk assessments. 

I told Dr. GG I was surprised that the Violence Risk Assessment had not been done prior to the 
submission of the recommendation letter by the Hospital, and that this had happened in the past 
when a Risk Assessment was actually being completed while the hearing was occurring. 

Dr. GG also noted that Mr. Hinckley has been volunteering information, at least in part because 
"He knows I'm going to ask." She also confirmed she has not met his new friend, Ms. L., and 
that John would like it to be more than a friendship, but her impression is that Ms. L. may not 
have any idea of the intense sort of review of things that takes place with John prior to a hearing. 
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She stated further her impression is "John has been putting some distance between himself and 
his relationships in DC" and is "doing ok with that." Dr. GG elaborated that John has told her 
that Ms. CB has been hospitalized quite a bit lately, and that he has been impressed about how 
unstable she can become and that he does not have resources to try to support her if she were to 
come to Williamsburg. She also noted she does not think John has told Ms. CB about Ms. L. at 
this point. She also commented on the brief relationship Mr. Hinckley had with Ms. N. and that 
her understanding was that Ms. N.'s mother and aunt told him not to call there anymore, but he 
did write her a letter and has received no reply, so he has given up on that relationship. 

Dr. GG and I discussed further the other risk factors, including deceptiveness, and how Mr. 
Hinckley had not shared with her independently that he hadnot gone to the movies he reported 
he had attended while the 10-day visits were in effect. She said that she had wished the Secret 
Service has said something about that in real-time so they could have addressed it, adding that as 
the outpatient team, "you can't be with him at all times." She noted the issue of deception had 
come up regarding his having called and visited the individual who had the music studio and that 
one of the things John had stated he wants to do with Ms. L. is start a band so he did call John 
Tracy. She told me her understanding that the treatment team or the court had indicated 
previously that they did not want Mr. Hinckley contacting this individual because of his having a 
recording studio and a lot of people coming in and out, and John not being able to market his 
own music. She continued that "although John has not done anything terribly dangerous," "he 
should have made the phone call prior to the visit." She went on to say that subsequently 
Jonathan Weiss and Carl Beffa "became aware of it," "but every once in a while he just doesn't 
see it." 

Dr. GG indicated her impression that "80% of the time John gets the right understanding of what 
he is supposed to report," and over time since she has been working with him, John has been able 
to give her a narrative and bring things up that are "hitting the right things." She then went on to 
describe that there have been issues that have come up in her sessions with John where she has 
asked whether or not he has thought about decisions he has made, including questioning what he 
may know about Ms. L. such as her living in a group home and not with her parents. Dr. GG 
added that she focuses on the risk factors and does so more directly that anyone else. She added 
she has been "very careful to ask about every single thing he has been doing" because she hopes 
that if he is not ready "he'll let us know." Dr. GG added that she thinks John "gets it" with 
regard to some limitations such as going to Richmond, and that "he tries very hard to please the 
court" in that he will not do something deliberately he has been told not to do, but it is the 
inadvertent things that may still be of some concern. 

Dr. GG told me that there is a John Hinckley website where people follow everything he does 
and post information, which includes a video that shows her walking into the office with John 
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and Scott in the background. She told me the newspapers in Williamsburg are disrespectful, and 
one channel publishes what they believe they can get away with, however, she noted as far as she 
knows John has not directly contacted the media, and has said if he forms a band he will "see 
how it goes." She said that as far as she knows, John could be in an anonymous writer or 
composer with regard to publishing his music. With regard to Mr. Hinckley's artistic pursuits, 
particularly music, Dr. GG told me she thought John may be "reaching back to regain a part of 
himself he really liked" prior to his hospitalization. 

We further discussed Mr. Hinckley's diagnoses and active symptoms, and Dr. GG told me she 
has not observed active depressive symptoms. With regard to his narcissistic personality 
disorder, Dr. GG said "it dies hard, if it ever does." She then added that "John has more insight 
but there are times when his narcissism just comes out." She referenced her earlier statement 
about "80%" and elaborated that the "other 20% is that instinct to do what John wants to do and, 
you know, not really be concerned about what everyone else wants to do, but the court and the 
Hospital have trained him well. He has to be concerned about what other people do." 

We discussed the role of the Secret Service monitoring of John Hinckley and that it has never 
been a part of the court's orders, but perhaps a presumption by both John Hinckley and the 
public that the "Secret Service are always there." I told her my understanding is that any 
monitoring of Mr. Hinckley by the Secret Service is up to that agency and is not necessarily 
guaranteed. Dr. GG responded that she honestly believes that Mr. Hinckley "wants to do the 
right thing" adding "it's hard. 33 years in an institution." She added "people helping you with 
your judgment all that time." She said she does not think he would be politically involved and 
that "if he got carried away, it would have to be one of those where there is two or three different 
blinders at the same time, you know, the relationship, the music, the wanting to be successful," 
adding that "so far he has been okay, with the exception of that phone call." 

I told her that I understood about the co-occurring situations but that another concern would have 
to do with the economics involved in how he's going to live and support himself. Dr. GG 
responded that "if the family really wants him to live in community they are going to have to be 
willing to support him, which would be true for every family that has mentally ill persons in 
Virginia because the state does not adequately support them and the accommodations are not 
even livable." She added that in her experience "nobody gets the package" referring to clinical 
services and housing, "which ultimately relies on family support." 

We discussed further the concept of a backup plan, including placement in DC and that one 
barrier for individuals has been obtaining housing. I informed her that as far as I knew there is 
no alternative or back-up plan that would involve DC presented in the Hospital's 
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recommendation. I informed Dr. GG that as far as I knew, Mr. Hinckley had never has a 
roommate, and what impact that could have on his ultimate housing placement. 

We also discussed the death of James Brady and the considerations of possibly charging Mr. 
Hinckley for homicide. Dr. GG responded that she had seen Mr. Hinckley within a week of Mr. 
Brady's death, as John was in Williamsburg when the information was published, and that he 
was "all torn up" about the news. She said that Mr. Hinckley was "extremely upset" when he 
told her about it and that "he felt bad," but that he also said "I can't go to prison for that. I'll 
never survive. I don't know how this could happen." Mr. Hinckley also reported he had been in 
contact with his lawyer, who told him that nothing would come of it, but he was concerned he 
might have to go to court again. Dr. GG surmised that Mr. Hinckley's reactions were based on 
the reality that he could have to go to court again for what had happened and a combination of 
his having dealt with what he had done to another human being in the past, having to deal with it 
again, and that he had paid his dues by still accepting responsibility for what happened, but did 
not want to be punished again. She further surmised that Mr. Hinckley did not take these issues 
lightly and had confidence in his attorney. 

We also discussed Mr. Hinckley's empathy and whether Dr. GG felt that he really did express 
empathy regarding Mr. Brady's death, and she responded "there are a lot of people who really 
just never get it, not just John." She further noted "there are people who can fake empathy in 
certain situations because they have been told they are supposed to have it although it is not 
really there," and "that was definitely where John was when he committed his crime." She said 
it was "hard to say whether 30 years of therapy" have helped Mr. Hinckley being able to engrain 
empathy although she does think "he knows to think about it." She cited his relationship with 
Ms. CB in that Mr. Hinckley has said he "knows how she must feel," however, added with 
regard to whether or not he really appreciates how she feels, "maybe as close as you can get if 
you didn't really ever learn it." Dr. GG added that although some people are convinced that he 
has no empathy, she believes he has some. She noted, however, that ";like everything else, when 
the factors shift and he is protecting himself, he has less than we can openly, like, think about 
what the other person is thinking and kind of understand the situation." Dr. GG and I further 
discussed Mr. Hinckley's relationship with Ms. CB at St. Elizabeths and how he has been able to 
state that he cannot take care of or support her should she come to Williamsburg, but if he is 
"alone and bored does he put on the blinders because the higher his needs are, the less empathy 
he has." 

With regard to the Convalescent Leave Recommendation, and having some of the details that 
need to be clarified as well as the reporting lines, Dr. GG said that she believes that Mr. Hinckley 
will be fine "unless the family decides to not support him, which is what caused the original 
condition and, you know, that's my concern. Where is the family's insight?" She further 
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expressed her concern that the family could say, as she believed his mother and father said, 
"We're tired of supporting you. You're on your own." Dr. GG elaborated "So you talk about a 
risk factor. There is your biggest one. Not John's empathy, not John's narcissism, not John's 
dangerousness, but the -- if no family support, it's a whole different situation. All his visits have 
been highly supported by the family." Dr. GG reemphasized her understanding that John's 
siblings do not want him in Dallas, and her impression is that John would stay in Williamsburg, 
live in public housing, and stay with the treatment team, but the family may not be willing to pay 
for it. She added that Medicaid would pay for his visits with her, but they would not pay for the 
time spent on forensic matters, including preparation for hearings, reports, and possible 
testimony. She also noted that Colonial Behavioral Health, which would be the public provider, 
would require a whole training process to come up to speed on John's case. She reemphasized 
that her view regarding the reality of mental health treatment today is that to make it in the 
community, a mentally ill relative would need financial and emotional support as well as 
supervision. Dr. GG questioned whether the support systems may be better in Dallas than in 
Williamsburg, but her understanding is that services in Dallas have never been considered or 
assessed. 

Dr. GG also raised, as a potential concern, the stability of the Williamsburg provider team in 
remaining involved with Mr. Hinckley, including Mr. Beffa reducing his time and Mr. Weiss 
already being in retirement but following some active cases, and not knowing what Ms. Haley's 
future plans are or even her own plans for the next two years might be. She added, however, that 
she does not have immediate plans to leave Williamsburg. 

Lastly, Dr. GG and I discussed the Hospital's current recommendation of going from 17 days to 
Convalescent Leave as compared to the prior recommendation going from 17 days to 24 days 
and then to Convalescent Leave based on a specific number of visits. I told her that when I first 
read the Hospital's recommendation, I had a question of "What's the rush?" when during some 
of the eight visits, some of the very questions we are talking about, including short and long term 
treatment and placement, transitional and independent living, and financial issues and 
responsibilities seem to have not been addressed. Dr. GG offered that prior to the last 
recommendation, the discussion had included that if John needed to be in a supervised setting, 
that the family did not want to spend too much money as well as John Hinckley not having any 
money and the family possibly not wanting to pay for services over an extended period of time. 
Dr. GG said that her response to those questions has been very basically to say that the staff and 
family have to do what the court says or 'there's no outpatient." 

I asked Dr. GG about the frequency of psychiatric visits, and she replied that in her view, from a 
clinical perspective, Mr. Hinckley should see her once per week and that from a financial 
perspective the family's view was that the frequency should be reduced to once every two weeks 
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included discovering John's "whole life, all his diagnoses, of what has happened in court the last 
time" on the intemet. 

Mr. Weiss emphasized that his efforts have been to "integrate" Mr. Hinckley into the community 
and distinguished "integration" from "re-integration" and his efforts through his community 
contacts to explore opportunities for John to get part-time work. He also told me that he had 
approached organizations who had advertised that "everyone in the community is welcome," 
only to discover that that may be "except John Hinckley." He then told me that one of the 
successes was with John meeting Bruce Brelsford who had been a friend of his for many years 
and who agreed to teach John about photography. He added he and John had been out bowling 
with two friends of his, but that John's back hurts him so that has not continued. He also 
described a very positive outcome in John volunteering at the Unitarian Universalist Church and 
working with Les Solomon, which was facilitated by Mr. Weiss meeting with the minister and 
with plans to meet with the congregation in the very near future. 

We also discussed Mr. Weiss facilitating Mr. Hinckley going to a NAMI meeting and John 
meeting Ms. L, who has become a friend. Mr. Weiss told me he thought the reasons John had 
not gone before had to do, to some degree, with his mother having to drive him but may have 
also had to do with his having "some tentacles here" and that Mr. Weiss accompanied him and 
John trusted "I wasn't going to leave him out to hang." Mr. Weiss also told me John and Ms. L 
have become friends, he feels very positively about her, and has met her parents. He added that 
John has attended five or six NAMI meetings, but Ms. L has not attended any more. He told me 
Ms. L lives in a group home 	away. He stated he has also told John that he is his case 
manager, and that he has clinicians he should be talking to about his relationship with Ms. L. 
We discussed the risk factor of relationships with women for John, and Mr. Weiss responded he 
believed that his relationship with Ms. L is a positive relationship. He told me they have also 
talked about Mr. Hinckley's relationship with Ms. CB in Washington and the possibility of her 
coming to Williamsburg, and Mr. Weiss said he told John "that should not happen" and that he 
did not need "a crisis or problem in Williamsburg." 

Mr. Weiss and I discussed the Williamsburg treatment providers and the concept of a treatment 
team, and Mr. Weiss infottned me that the providers have had two face-to-face meetings, adding 
that the team members met once the previous month and are scheduled for a second meeting later 
in the week of this interview to include Dr. Johnson. He anticipates that the Williamsburg 
providers would meet every month. I asked Mr. Weiss his understanding of the actual 
Recommendation for Convalescent Leave, and the role of Dr. Johnson and the Outpatient 
Department's involvement, and he responded "at this point, I do not know." He was anticipating 
there would be discussion of that later in the week with Dr. Johnson. He added there had been 
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or once per month to save money. We agreed that if the court does not order how frequent the 
clinical contacts would be, including other clinical contacts such as music therapy, individual 
and group therapy, and case management, which could be tragic if the services were not being 
provided because of fmancial instability. Dr. GG offered that her view is that the family is 
"either going to support John or they are not, and if they are not, then we have a different risk 
factor." Dr. GG continued that if John was working, he would pay for the services, but if the 
family's position is "we're tired of paying that would be different." Dr. GG informed me she 
has discussed with John Hinckley the need to think of money as a risk factor, but added "That's 
just like I can't make John feel, I can't make the family pay." We agreed that people who do not 
pay their bills as outpatients get discharged from outpatient services and that for Mr. Hinckley, 
were that to occur the discharge would very likely be back to St. Elizabeths Hospital. 

Jonathan Weiss, MSW 

I interviewed Jonathan Weiss on 3/4/15. Mr. Weiss and I had spoken by phone two years ago, 
and this was our first in-person meeting. I told Mr. Weiss I wanted to talk about his involvement 
with Mr. Hinckley as well as his thoughts about the Hospital Recommendation. He told me that 
he is aware of pieces of the Recommendation and subsequent to our meeting sent me an email 
letting me know that he had received a draft of the Convalescent Leave Recommendation on 
2/5/15. 

Mr. Weiss told me he became Mr. Hinckley's case manager approximately two years go and 
went to St. Elizabeths Hospital to meet with staff and with John. He also met with John and Mrs. 
Hinckley in her home. Mr. Weiss told me he has lived in the Williamsburg community for 36 
years and that he had known about John's being in Williamsburg from newspaper reports and 
what he described as "sadly," "pretty general rejection of John." 

Mr. Weiss told me he thought one of the first things in establishing John living in the 
Williamsburg community was for him to get a Virginia driver's license as well as a "Good 
Neighbors Pass" which costs $10 and allows for the bearer to do anything in Colonial 
Williamsburg they may want to do. He also encouraged John in pursuing his food handler's 
license, which he now has, and his hope was that John would get at least a part-time job, which 
has not occurred. Mr. Weiss reported John was initially guarded, and "appeared to me to be 
wounded" which he said made a lot of sense to him because John had been rejected often in 
endeavors that have been attempted since his trips to Williamsburg began. He referenced the 
Heritage Humane Society, the Century Art Gallery, the William and Mary Law Library, the 
Williamsburg Botanical Gardens, and a library connected to a Methodist church and other 
venues where John had been rejected. He also told me of his doing research about John, which 
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discussions about the Recommendation on the phone, but was not sure he had seen it in writing 
at the time of my interview. 

Mr. Weiss told me of his participation telephone conferences every four to five weeks with the 
Hospital staff and that he has been working with Denise Brown, the Hospital social worker, in 
moving forward on issues such as health insurance, work, and residential living. Mr. Weiss 
emphasized that he strongly believes that Mr. Hinckley should have independent living, and that 
living with his mother is a good place to transition, but not "an end stop for John," adding "I 
don't think living in King's Mill is what is the optimal residential situation for John." We 
discussed the past planning of there being a Plan A/Plan B approach from the Hospital, which at 
one point did include his being placed in DC. Mr. Weiss offered that he has had no concerns 
about John's safety or his interactions with others, and that in terms of housing, he feels renting 
an apartment or a townhouse should be the next step for Mr. Hinckley. 

Mr. Weiss said he believes "a slow, sensible review of the process of moving from where he is 
now to the next step in his independent living" would be the best approach. Mr. Weiss told me 
that he had initiated the residential program at the Colonial Services Board in 1983, but that 
currently "all the apartments are gone" because of the funding, and he recently learned the 
apartment program had shut down. He added there are other people who may know about the 
housing options better than he does, and those discussions would be down the road. Mr. Weiss 
added that he has gotten more rejections since starting to work with John than he had in his 
whole career before, and "that's just the way the world is, and I would like to chip away at that a 
little bit with John." He continued that in his view, John becoming involved with People's Place 
would not have worked well for him or been in his best interest. 

With regard to other risk factors, including deceptiveness, Mr. Weiss told me he has not "felt any 
pronounced deceptiveness at all." He went on to state that he has felt "very positive about John's 
openness with me." He noted there are times when Mr. Hinckley wanted to tell him things he 
did not want to hear, and other times when Mr. Hinckley has been very "reticent" and he has had 
to pull things out of Mr. Hinckley, but that has become less frequent as their involvement with 
one another has increased. Mr. Weiss went on to tell me that if Mr. Hinckley is placed on 
Convalescent Leave and the itineraries are less descriptive, he would see the case manager role 
expanded in terms of his contact with John, and that with time they will hopefully move off of 
his wanting John to call every two-to-three days. Mr. Weiss added that his experience is that 
"people are amazed at John's rye sense of humor and with what he knows," and he has 
encouraged Mr. Hinckley "to give himself a chance." Mr. Weiss told me that he believes the 
expansion of Mr. Hinckley's contacts in the community has demonstrated John's attitude, saying 
"He is a brighter soul." He added that Mr. Hinckley is willing to try things and open up more 
than he has in the past. He continued that they are trying to chip away at the obstacles and to 
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create in Williamsburg a potential place for "John to be a resident and to lead a productive and 
hopefully a happy life," adding "Lots of ways to go 'til we get there" but he has come to "believe 
in him." 

Mr. Weiss told me he has not seen any active symptoms of psychotic disorder or major 
depression, and adds that "there is a narcissistic strain to John.", "but in no way a detriment to 
what we try to accomplish." We concluded the interview with Mr. Weiss affirming that he is in 
favor of the Recommendation generally, and wanted to see the "foundation of this", including 
"what are the pieces and who is going to do what and how for John." He added he was surprised 
that the Recommendation was to go from 17-day visits to Convalescent Leave given the previous 
recommendation, including a period of 24-day visits, but that he is in favor of the 
Recommendation. 

Collateral Interviews 

Esther Koomson, RN 

I interviewed Esther Koomson, R.N., nurse manager, on Ward 2B the unit where Mr. Hinckley 
resides while at the hospital on 3/11/15. I've known Ms. Koomson for many years and asked her 
to tell me how she believes Mr. Hinckley has been doing over the last two years specifically, 
from the ward staff's perspective and her own. Ms. Koomson stated that Mr. Hinckley has "been 
fairly stable, he's doing very well, and he's very cautious about what he does because, you know 
he knows that whatever happens he might be in the media." She recalled that some time last 
year, he had been in the media and he Was "taken aback" and left the treatment area and went to 
his room. She stated that staff went to find him and asked how he was doing, and he responded, 
"well, I know that is what is going to happen every year, you know from time to time." She 
added, "he wasn't worried and the staff were concerned that it might set him back," but he "took 
it so well." She said she recalled that that was around the time the Hospital had moved forward 
with the request for him to have 17 days or so, and confirmed it was around February 2014. I 
reminded her there was one other media event we should talk about which had to do with the 
death of James Brady, and she responded, "yeah, so I think it had been two occasions that he had 
been in the media." She said she does not recall him or other patients on the unit talking very 
much about it because they are used to him and they just "keep it low." She added that the 
patients and staff know that he doesn't cause any problems so that may have been why they were 
not talking about it. 

Ms. Koomson told me that in her experience Mr. Hinckley "does not get into any beefs or 
problems" with other patients or with staff, and staff realize his case is a high profile case. She 
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added that when he has appeared in the media or when the staff have any concerns about how he 
is doing, the they will ask him and he generally replies that he is "ahight," and she continued that 
he "takes it well." She affirmed that his going to groups in the treatment mall has been pretty 
consistent over the years, and what has changed is that he is at the hospital for a shorter period of 
time now. Ms. Koomson told me that when he is at the Hospital he flows into the routine and 
when he is ready to go, he reminds that staff that he will be leaving on the weekend and that his 
medications should be ready. 

I asked Ms. Koomson about Mr. Hinckley's interactions with a former patient who was on the 
same ward last year with whom he had developed a friendship, and Ms. Koomson told me that 
the staff did notice because "he usually sits by himself and goes out back but when this other 
lady came in he would be sitting with her and they were talking so that drew the attention of 
staff" Ms. Koomson continued/added that when Mr. Hinckley was asked about it by staff, he 
told staff that he just likes her, and they were seen by staff talking on the ward as well as outside, 
which is unusual for him. Ms. Koomson then said that "the other lady would visit and sit out 
front with him," and Ms. Koomson told Mr. Hinckley that "when she comes it is going to create 
a problem." Ms. Koomson confirmed with me that the former patient we were talking about is 
Ms. N, and after she was discharged Ms. Koomson is not sure if Mr. Hinckley and Ms. N 
continued to have contact. Ms. Koomson reported that Ms. CB has returned to visiting Mr. 
Hinckley and re-confirmed that it is unusual to see Mr. Hinckley sitting with someone on the unit 
or outside because he pretty much stays by himself. 

I asked Ms. Koomson if she recalled Mr. Hinckley ever having a roommate, and she responded 
"not here," and she does/did not recall him having a roommate on any other unit she has worked 
on. I asked if she has seen the actual letter that went to the Court, and she said she has not seen 
the whole thing but staff have talked about it. She continued that she knows that the 
convalescent leave would be to his mother's house, and it may be "a little bit an issue" to him if 
he has to have a roommate but she added her belief that he if he is living by himself he would be 
able to do it because he does a lot of things by himself. Ms. Koomson affirmed that the staff do 
not have to remind Mr. Hinckley about washing his clothes or taking care of his hygiene or his 
medication which are some of the things they do have to remind other patients to do. Ms. 
Koomson told me that Mr. Hinckley does things without being reminded such as feeding his 
cats, and he will come to staff and ask if food is ready at 8:25am because he is going downstairs 
to feed his cats at 8:30 and he knows what he is going to do and he does it. 

Ms. Koomson again affirmed that Mr. Hinckley has been doing well on the unit and is not a 
management problem, and he lets the staff know when things are coming up or if he needs 
something to be done, such as when he is going downstairs to feed his cats or when he is getting 
ready to go to Williamsburg. She also affirmed that Mr. Hinckley doesn't really do a lot of 
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social engagement with people except for the two women we had talked about (Ms. CB and Ms. 
N) and he does not have any male friends on the unit but will occasionally say 'hi' to other 
patients or respond if they ask him a questions. She asserted that she does not see him as being 
very close to any other males on the unit or on the treatment mall. Ms. Koomson reported that 
she and no other staff have any concerns about his showing any kind of psychotic symptoms, 
such as hallucinations, delusions, or depression. She knows that there might be "some sort of a 
little depression, which has always been the case, and he's on Zoloft." She also told me that Mr. 
Hinckley is quiet, but if he has "a little bit of depression, it does not affect his functioning" and 
that that is consistently how he has been on the unit. Ms. Koomson said she learned the day 
before this interview that Mr. Hinckley's library supervisor will be going on leave and, therefore, 
Mr. Hinckley would not be working and he would not get paid which was the only concern staff 
had been talking about regarding Mr. Hinckley that day. 

Ms. Koomson also noted that the visits to Williamsburg have been going well, that he returns on 
time, and he calls and staff searches his stuff when he returns. She added that he abides by the 
rules. She said she and the staff have been talking about convalescent leave for some time and 
she has no concerns about it, and the information from the treatment team in Williamsburg and 
his brother has been positive. She indicated her understanding that "one time" he mentioned he 
was going to the cinema and then went to a different place and when questioned about it he 
replied, "it's true" and they reminded him that he has to stick with the plans. She confirmed that 
she was talking about the times when Mr. Hinckley did not go to the movies as he had reported, 
and she added that she thought he had gone to a food store or something instead of the movies. 

Michelle Godwin, Ph.D. 

interviewed Dr. Michelle Godwin, Director of Forensic Services for St. Elizabeths Hospital, on 
3/10/15. This is the first discussion Dr. Godwin and I have had regarding Mr. Hinckley and the 
Hospital's recommendation for convalescent leave Dr. Godwin had a copy of the 
recommendation and I began by asking her about the timing of the letter being sent in December 
approximately two weeks following the last of Mr. Hinckley's eight court required 17-day visits 
to Williamsburg. I reminded her that the previous recommendation from the Hospital was for 17 
days for two visits and then 24 days for what I believed to be six visits and then convalescent 
leave without coming back to the Court. I then reminded her that the current recommendation is 
different in that the 17 days that were approved would go directly to convalescent leave without 
the 24 day interval that had been part of the previous recommendation, and I was curious as to 
how that decision was made. Dr. Godwin said that she had been in the position as Director of 
Forensic Services since 11/17/14 so when the letter was written she had been in the position for 
approximately one month. She continued Mr. Hinckley had been "doing really well on his 
visits" and also doing well while in the Hospital. She told me that she believed the treatment 
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team and Mr. Hyde thought that 24 days would not necessarily be the best option for him, and 
that the best option would be to move towards outplacement to give him the benefits of living in 
the community on a more full time basis. She went on to say the she believes Mr. Hinckley has 
been doing a good job of handling and managing the itineraries. 

I told Dr. Godwin that the only time I was aware of that the itinerary was not followed was when 
Mr. Hinckley and his friend Bruce Brelsford to a musicians home and recording studio rather 
than where they were expected to be which was at a photographer's home and Mr. Hinckley 
didn't call for pre-approval of that change. Dr. Godwin confirmed that was correct. I also 
commented on the content of the letter in that an updated risk assessment was not there. I 
continued that in my experience the risk assessment is conducted before the recommendation is 
made, and in this case the recommendation was filed and the risk assessment had yet to be done 
in March 2015. Dr. Godwin responded that the Review Board met in February because Mr. 
Hincldey was due for a status review and additional recommendations were added to the request 
She also told me that the risk assessment Dr. Murphy had completed prior to the last hearing was 
discussed and the Review Board decided that "given Mr. Hinckley was going out" and the fact 
that his outpatient providers in Virginia thought a risk assessment would be needed, it will be 
done. She added that the Outpatient Department (OPD) is going to Virginia to meet with his 
outpatient providers, which was supposed to happen during the previous week, however, they 
were not able to go because of the weather. 

Dr. Godwin told me that she believes the static risk factors would be pretty much the same, 
however, the dynamic factors would be a concern given that his mother is getting up in age and 
the staff have been discussing what changes may come and how he would manage that as well as 
his relationship(s) with women. She added that the Review Board is still in agreement with 
moving toward convalescent leave, and if the risk assessment were to show something different 
then the Review Board would modify the recommendation. She continued that "at this juncture 
this is where we're moving towards. It would be very surprising if there was something to come 
up glowingly wrong to sway the ship in a different manner." She added that "being a forensic 
person myself, the data is going to be what the data is" and the staff will look at things 
objectively. 

I told Dr. Godwin that I had been in Williamsburg the previous week, and that there were other 
things to discuss beyond his mother's age including the death of James Brady, which occurred 
while Mr. Hinckley was in Williamsburg, his ongoing relationship with Ms. CB here in DC, and 
his relationships with women generally, and the rejections he has had to some of his efforts for 
volunteer or paid employment. She confirmed that the risk assessment will be done, and another 
report or another letter would be submitted with the Review Board's recommendations and 
whatever changes. Dr. Godwin said she was unsure how soon the letter would be prepared and it 
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depended in part on how fast Dr. Murphy could complete the risk assessment and there were also 
other conditions that the Board wanted to add before the next hearing. 

I told Dr. Godwin that to my knowledge Dr. Giorgi-Guarneiri is the only clinician on the 
Williamsburg team who actually conducts risk assessments. I also told her my opinion that the 
current letter compared to the previous Hospital letters is quite brief in that there were several 
things including the risk assessment and actual risk factors, as well as the specifics of the 
Conditional Release Plan that were more specific in previous letters. I asked if there were any 
contingency plans because in my experience if Williamsburg for whatever reason did not work 
out there would usually be a recommendation to the Court for that possibility as well. I told Dr. 
Godwin that I was wondering "what's the rush in submitting the recommendation right after the 
eighth visit?", particularly since the visits have continued and I thought we were at the 11th  or 
12th  visit at the time of this interview. Dr. Godwin reminded me that she came on as Director of 
Forensic Services in November so the process was already underway. Dr. Godwin then 
informed me that I will get a finalized copy of the report when Mr. Hyde finishes the edits of that 
report. She added that the anticipated report is more in-depth than the December letter. 

Dr. Godwin went on to say that her understanding is that the treatment team believes that Mr. 
Hinckley "had been doing very well, and by continuing on at a pace that was slower would be 
more harmful to him long term than not moving to get him to maybe enjoying some of his life in 
the community." Dr. Godwin added that she knows that the Williamsburg providers are also 
looking for that information, and Mr. Hyde is making it a priority to finalize the report within 
one week. 

Dr. Godwin commented on the thoroughness of the itineraries and "having to plan what you're 
going to do for the next 17 days and then follow through on it." I reminded Dr. Godwin that part 
of the reason the itineraries have been so specific is because of the longstanding risk factor with 
Mr. Hinckley of deceptiveness, and during the previous 10-day visits conditional release he did 
violate parts of the itineraries and defended his violations to everyone. I then added that even 
with the history of having very specific itineraries and Secret Service observations, when Mr. 
Hinckley thought no one was watching he violated the itinerary. She confirmed my 
understanding that since the February 2014 Order, there was one violation of not following the 
itinerary and not having preapproval from the treatment team. 

I asked Dr. Godwin if she had any questions for me, she asked whether or not there had ever 
been an aspect of deception that possibly Mr. Hinckley' s family has not reported back to the 
Hospital in the itineraries such as when he has unaccompanied time or when there are only 
certain websites that he is supposed to go, do I think that he is only going to those websites. I 
responded that it is always possible that with having expansion and the unsupervised time that 
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will allow him to do more things certainly, as well as his having driving privileges allowing him 
to go more places but that, in my experience, family members have reported their observations to 
the Hospital. I added what would be difficult in this particular instance is that the family may 
not know what he does when he is on his unaccompanied time or what he does on the internet 
that he can use in the family home, or possibly have access through at an internet café. I told her 
that I do not have any information that his family has not reported information they have been 
aware of to the Hospital or that the family has been deceptive or supported his deception. 

Nicole Johnson, MD., FAPA 

I interviewed Dr. Nicole Johnson, Director of Forensic Service for the Outpatient Department 
(OPD) of the Department of Behavioral Health on 3/27/15. Dr. Johnson and I went over the 
Department's letters to the court dated 12/19/14 and 3/20/15. Dr. Johnson reported she had not 
seen the updated letter. Dr. Johnson said she had a number of questions, particularly with regard 
to her responsibilities for reporting to the court as Director of Forensic Services for the 
Outpatient Department, meeting with Mr. Hincldey on a monthly basis for a four month period 
and subsequently to be determined at her discretion, and her role in working with the 
Williamsburg treatment providers should there be a need to replace any of those providers as 
well as any need for a "backup" plan for housing and services should Mrs. Hinckley become 
unavailable for any reasons. Dr. Johnson expressed her concern that Mrs. Hinckley's availability 
could be affected by her death, and also on the possibility of her requiring any form of 
rehabilitative or other services for which she would not continue to reside in her home. Dr. 
Johnson explained to me some of the difficulties the Outpatient Department has had in 
attempting to have individuals who have out of state placements returned, as well as to obtain 
additional services for individuals who are on Convalescent Leave status. 

Dr. Johnson told me that at this point she is not in support of parts of the Convalescent Leave 
plan because of the discretion that the plan leaves to the Outpatient Department as well as to the 
individual providers in Williamsburg regarding the frequency and continuation of clinical 
contacts with Mr. Hinckley as well as the frequency and continuation of treatment team 
meetings, and the lack of clarity regarding Mr. Hinckley's fmancial support and availability of 
housing placements in Williamsburg or the surrounding community in Virginia. 

Dr. Johnson expressed her concerns that the Hospital's recommendation is that treatment 
providers in Williamsburg and the Outpatient Department, meaning herself, would be delegated 
the responsibilities of making changes in the conditions without court review or approval. 
Moreover, she told me she was in favor of the recommendation insofar as it being a reasonable 
step for Mr. Hinckley from a clinical perspective, but has concerns about the lack of specifics 
and delegation of authority reflected in the plan regarding treatment interventions, treatment 
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team meetings, and other activities by Mr. Hinckley. I informed her that there is a form and 
foimat that is completed by responsible persons after each of Mr. Hinckley's visits in which not 
only the treatment providers in Williamsburg, but his family members who have had contact 
with him during the visit and Mr. Hinckley himself complete regarding the activities during the 
visit and their impressions of Mr. Hinckley. 

Dr. Johnson told me she has not formally met with Mr. Hinckley and has only seen him in 
passing as she is coming in and out of the Hospital. She said she would be seeking clarification 
of the responsibilities of the treatment providers in Williamsburg as well as her responsibilities 
as the Director of Forensic Services for the Outpatient Department. The recommendation also 
states that she will be coordinating with the Williamsburg treatment providers in the event any of 
them become unavailable and needs to be replaced by a different provider, and requires 
bimonthly treatment team meetings for the first six months of Mr. Hinckley's Convalescent 
Leave. 

There was also a question as to the frequency of reporting to the court as being monthly, based 
on her meetings with Mr. Hinckley, or some other frequency which is not described in the report. 
She also indicated her preference that Mr. Hinckley be restricted to a 30 mile radius rather than a 
50 mile radius in the recommendation and her understanding that the radius had something to do 
with his not driving to Richmond. She also expressed concern that the recommendation is silent 
on any limitations that Mr. Hinckley would have when he drives to Washington to meet with her 
at OPD and as the recommendation is silent, her presumption would be that Mr. Hinckley can 
come and go to any place he chooses while in Washington. 

Katherine Murphy, Psy.D. 

I interviewed Katherine Murphy, Psy.D. on 3/27/15. Dr. Murphy reported she had been 
contracted by the Department of Behavioral Health, St. Elizabeths Hospital to conduct an 
Updated Violence Risk Assessment. She had not completed her assessment at the time of my 
discussion with her, and anticipated her report would be completed by 3/31/15. Dr. Murphy told 
me she had seen the Hospital's recommendation letters from December 19, 2014 as well March 
20, 2015. Dr. Murphy told me that generally speaking, Mr. Hinckley's symptoms of depression 
and psychosis have been in remission and it appears there has not been evidence of his 
deceptiveness as one of the risk factors that she has traditionally reviewed. She continued, 
however, that "moving forward, these factors need to be addressed." 

Dr. Murphy went on to say that clinicians and others who are new to being involved with Mr. 
Hinckley would need to familiarize themselves with his past history as well as current 
functioning and that there is a need to understand that in conducting risk assessments the 
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clinicians must ask Mr. Hinckley questions rather than wait for him to volunteer information. 
She also described Mr. Hinckley's affect as being much brighter and he is "upbeat" with regard 
to the Hospital's recommendation and upcoming hearing. Dr. Murphy told me she felt Mr. 
Weiss is a great addition to the team and that Mr. Weiss as case manager has facilitated Mr. 
Hinckley's attendance at NAMI and going to other activities. She also said that the issue of 
financial support via Medicare or Medicaid and/or other government supports is unclear and 
essentially based on unknown or unclear issues. She could not be more specific and intended to 
have more specificity in her report as more information became available to her. 

Dr. Murphy indicated she has "bare-bones support" for the recommendation by the Hospital for 
Convalescent Leave but that she did want more specifics and more detail, particularly regarding 
the risk management factors. She continued that she believes Mr. Hinckley is at a "low risk" and 
that she ultimately does not think that Mr. Hinckley would be engaging in any activities that 
might be high risk should there be appropriate monitoring. She agreed that Mr. Hinckley's 
housing situation, should Mrs. Hinckley become unavailable for some reason, remains unclear 
and therefore it is difficult to calculate what other factors may be necessary to consider. These 
factors include housing and financial support for clinical and forensic services by private 
providers in Williamsburg. 

Dr. Murphy reemphasized that she believes Mr. Hinckley is a low risk for violence to himself or 
others and that she does support the recommendation for Convalescent Leave. She also reported 
she was hopeful she would be able to extend the specifics as to what the risk management plans 
are and alternatives if and when necessary to modify Mr. Hinckley's housing and possibly other 
parameters of his Convalescent Leave. Dr. Murphy submitted her Violence Risk Assessment 
Update on 3/31/15, after our discussion (See page 14 of this report). 

Velora Jernigan-Pedrick 

I interviewed Velora Jernigan-Pedrick, St. Elizabeths Hospital Library Supervisor, on 3/9/15. 
We started by clarifying that she has been Mr. Hinckley's supervisor for many years but he had 
WATP assignments prior to his assignment to the library. She reminded me that he had worked 
for Dr. Roger Peele in one of the other buildings doing some type of research and he had also 
worked in accounting prior to his current assignment. I reminded her that we had not spoken 
about Mr. Hinckley for approximately two years, and I asked her to tell me how things have been 
from her perspective as Mr. Hinckley's supervisor of his daily job responsibilities and duties. 
Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick responded that Mr. Hinckley "does what he does and he does it well." She 
said she has not seen any difference in his performance over the past two years, and although he 
no longer works in the library at Eastern State Hospital, his assignment at St. Elizabeths library 
has not changed other than his availability as the conditional release time frames have increased 
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from 10 days to 17 days. Mr. Hinckley works at the library two weeks on and two weeks off. 
During the two weeks he works at the library he works 13 to 13-1/2 hours over five days 
(Monday through Friday), until recently when he does not work on Mondays if he returns from 
his conditional release on a Monday. When that occurs he works from Tuesday through Friday. 
She emphasized that she has no concerns but they "miss him when he's gone." She reported 
there have been other changes in the library as she no longer has a library technician so when 
Mr. Hinckley is not on duty she has to perform increased tasks. 

I asked Ms. Jemigan-Pedrick if she has seen the Hospital's recommendation, and she answered 
that she had not. She reported she does not have "the authority," so I clarified that when I was 
asking how he has been doing or if there are any problems or successes, I meant both in job 
performance and in interactions with whoever comes into the library, and she responded that she 
understood that and she does not have any problems with either regarding Mr. Hinckley's 
performance or interactions. I told Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick that the Hospital's recommendation is 
for him to go to Williamsburg not for 17 days to 24 days as was the previous recommendation 
but from 17 days to convalescent leave so that he would no longer works at the library and I 
added "that's kind of big" and she said, "Yes, it is." Ms. Jemigan-Pedrick informed me that the 
following day would be her last day until probably sometime in April or May because she will be 
on sick leave. She told me that she has been working with VJ (Hyde) in terms of what would 
happen with John while she is on leave and they had arranged for him to have supervision by 
another staff member for the remainder of this current week; but, the plan is to suspend his 
current assignment in the library until her return. She confirmed this means that Mr. Hinckley 
would no longer be working in the library from the end of this week (March 13th) to May 1st. 

I also informed Ms. Jemigan-Pedrick of my understanding that Mr. Hinckley has had some 
changes in his permission to access the intemet based on the Court's most recent order from 
February 2014, and she told me she was not aware of that. I told her that my understanding 
includes approval for him to visit particular sites that he has been accessing from home. I asked 
whether she knows if he accesses the internet in any way outside of her approval, and she 
responded "no" adding that she does not know if this change applies to the workplace. 

I then asked Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick if she had any questions or concerns given that since she did 
not know the Hospital's recommendation is for convalescent leave and that Mr. Hinckley would 
no longer reside at the Hospital or work at the library, which will be a major change, and she 
answered "well, no. I mean, of course, I wonder what's going to happen to the cats." She added, 
"but other than that, I can't think of anything." She then asked me whether or not I thought Mr. 
Hinckley would be comfortable in Williamsburg, and I told her I had not met with him yet but 
we would certainly talk about that. We then talked about Mr. Hinckley and his cats and that 
from my perspective, as a psychiatrist, he certainly takes care of the cats but he also gets a lot of 
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reinforcement and pleasure from taking care of the cats and that is also something he will be 
giving up. I asked her again if she first heard about the actual specifics of the recommendation 
from me, and she confirmed that she had. She added that there may have been some time when 
she was supposed to meet with someone or maybe they mentioned it, but it was not anything 
formal. 

I concluded my interview with Ms. Jemigan-Pedrick by asking if there was anything I may not 
have asked her or that she thought might be important for me to know, and she asked whether or 
not Mr. Hinckley has "been prepped for not seeing Ms. CB" and "how're they gonna do that?" 
Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick continued "'cause she is very much present in his life." I told her that his 
relationship with Ms. CB is something she knows about and it may have to do with how he is 
doing and what is anticipated. I told Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick if she thought of anything else she 
should call me, but the hearing is scheduled to take place before she returns from sick leave. She 
responded, "really?" adding "and he didn't mention that." She then said "but maybe he assumed 
that I knew," and I responded that he certainly may have and that usually people who have been 
working in the same job for years tend to tell their boss and co-workers that they may be leaving. 

Benjamin Adewale, MD. 

I interviewed Dr. Benjamin Adewale on 3/10/15. Dr. Adewale has been a treating psychiatrist 
for Mr. Hinckley over the past several years. I reminded Dr. Adewale that it had been about two 
years (2/2013) since we had discussed Mr. Hinidey and the Hospital's plans. Dr. Adewale told 
me that he is the psychiatrist covering at least two wards in the hospital, and he remains the 
treating psychiatrist for Mr. Hinckley. 

Dr. Adewale told me that Mr. Hinckley has not had any incidents that he knows about or that the 
team knows about, and any time Mr. Hinckley is getting ready to go on convalescent leave he 
and his team of medical students and residents meet with Mr. Hinckley to remind him about the 
rules and that he can call Dr. Adwale or V.J. Hyde any time if any incidents should happen while 
he is on leave. Dr. Adewale told me that he had to call Mr. Hinckley a couple of times when Dr. 
GG was not available and that he (Dr. Adewale) and Dr. GO have talked occasionally. Dr. 
Adewale reminded me that he had told me before that Mr. Hinckley has usually approached him 
in the past when it is time for his medications to be ordered so that he can take them with him 
and that continues. Dr. Adewale told me that he assumes Mr. Hinckley is taking his medications 
as prescribed including both Risperdal and Zoloft because he has not seen any symptoms of 
psychosis or depression. Dr. Adewale noted that Mr. Hinckley is gaining weight, and they talked 
about his weight gain to which Mr. Hinckley responds that he is eating his mother's cooking 
when he is at home. Dr. Adewale said he advised Mr. Hinckley to participate in more exercise, 
and added that he is aware that Mr. Hinckley had picked up a new volunteer job cutting grass at a 
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church which may help him a little bit with his weight gain. Dr. Adewale told me that Mr. 
Hinckley has been doing well and that he has been to the café at Eastern State Hospital where 
Mr. Hinckley works and that it is very busy. 

I asked Dr. Adewale whether he had seen any signs, symptoms, or evidence of narcissistic 
personality disorder, and he responded that "that was an issue before, but I think before he 
developed insight that he needs to talk." He continued, "so we got it under control. He now 
realizes that I'm part of his treatment team, and when I need to talk to him it is important" I 
reminded Dr. Adewale that he had told me years ago that Mr. Hinckley would come to him when 
it was time for his medication when he was going on leave but outside of that he really did not 
approach Dr. Adewale or spend much time in discussion with him, and Dr. Adewale confirmed 
that is "exactly" how it was, but added that "now he does tell me how things are going." Dr. 
Adewale added "and it still bothers me, but it's better, which is a good thing." 

Dr. Adewale reminded me that he has not testified in Mr. Hinckley's hearings in the past but he 
may be required to do so during this hearing as the last psychiatrist to testify was Dr. Tyler Jones 
who is no longer working at the Hospital and has become the medical director for the 
Department of Behavioral Health. I asked Dr. Adewale if he has seen the actual 
recommendation for convalescent leave, and he responded "I know of it. I haven't seen it. I 
haven't read it." I then told him that I asked because I was finding that the providers in 
Williamsburg had not seen it and they have significant responsibilities including possibly writing 
reports to the Court and/or communication with the OPD. Dr. Adewale agreed "that they should 
know." Dr. Adewale confirmed my understanding that Dr. Murphy was at that time doing the 
risk assessment and he said he had met with her the day before this interview. I also told him 
that in my experience the usual practice is to have the risk assessment completed and the 
treatment team (Hospital and OPD) or responsible treatment providers in Williamsburg made 
aware of their responsibilities for the "hand off' from the Hospital to the Williamsburg 
providers, and Dr. Adewale said he believes they have met individually. Dr. Adewale expressed 
his understanding that the reports to the Court would be by the Hospital or OPD. 

I told Dr. Adewale that another issue discussed that certainly has bearing on convalescent leave 
is the plan for Mr. Hinckley to live with his mother who is now 89 years old. I expressed my 
understanding that she is in good health and she is mentally sharp. I asked Dr. Adewale what the 
plan for John is in the event she is no longer available, and he responded that he had a discussion 
with Ms. Brown (social worker) about the availability or lack thereof of "some kind of fund that 
John may have had as an inheritance but Scott said John has no more money, that all the money 
has been spent." Dr. Adewale offered that he does not know what that means in terms of 
whether John will have to live in an apartment when his mother dies and/or receive public 
assistance. 
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I reminded Dr. Adewale that previous Hospital plans suggested possible placement of Mr. 
Hinckley via the Colonial Services Board and attendance at People's Place but from what I have 
gathered so far supportive housing for the mentally ill in Williamsburg is not available. We 
discussed that living in Williamsburg may be expensive and John has no job, and Dr. Adewale 
offered his uncertainty as to what kind of job John would get. 

I told Dr. Adewale that Mr. Hinckley has continued to run into some rejections even for 
volunteer work and at least in the past there was discussion of a backup plan of his being placed 
in Washington, DC. Dr. Adewale affirmed that he is aware of the previous plan with Mr. 
Hinckley attending "35 K" (OPD), but none of that is included in their recommendation such that 
it appears that the only option, if necessary, would be for him to return to the Hospital. We 
discussed the possibility of Mr. Hinckley living in Dallas with his brother Scott or his sister 
Diane, and Dr. Adewale confirmed "that has never been an option" and coming back to 
Washington would be the only option where he could stay in the Hospital until there is a place 
for him to live in the city such as an apartment complex. Dr. Adewale told me that housing in 
DC traditionally "it's not too good" but added "I think there's some new SRO's, some new 
independent living in town, and there is this place, Partner for Housing" that is "always a good 
option." He also noted that he thinks John is connected with the Green Door. 

We reviewed Mr. Hinckley's medications being prescribed for his weight gain, hypertension, 
and allergies, and Dr. Adewale reemphasized the need for Mr. Hinckley to exercise more and 
lose weight. 

We discussed Mr. Hinckley's deception about going to the movies when he actually had not 
when he was on the 10-day passes as being a part of his narcissistic personality disorder, and Dr. 
Adewale reported that he did not think anything like that had come up as a concern for the 
treatment team, adding "it is in check now." I informed Dr. Adewale that Mr. Hinckley no 
longer goes to that movie theater and no longer goes to the Barnes and Noble bookstore, and Dr. 
Adewale responded "which is good. He could develop insight as necessary." When we 
discussed the issue of Mr. Hinckley's "judgment in the moment" and that under a convalescent 
leave it becomes far less measureable for the teams because there is essentially no itinerary being 
proposed so everything is free time to do as you/he will. Dr. Adewale said there was a meeting 
last summer in Barry Levine's office with Mr. Hinckley, Mr. Hyde, and himself, and the purpose 
was to let everyone know "the Court has given us what we have to do. Just do it. That's it; just 
do it. Go to the movies, socialize, do this, do that." Dr. Adwale then discussed some of the 
activities Mr. Hinckley had engaged in with Jon Weiss, case manager. 

We also discussed the changes in this recommendation compared to the previous 
recommendation, e.g., to increase from the 17-day visits directly to convalescent leave and omit 
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the intermediate step of 24-day visits, and Dr. Adewale said "the thing really difficult about this 
is you can't get anything done before it's time to go again." He added that Mr. Hinckley returns 
to the Hospital, he meets with him, "you wink your eye and he's about to go again." We talked 
about the difference in returning to the Hospital for one or two weeks between visits compared to 
going to the outpatient clinic once each month to meet with staff there for an appointment. I 
asked Dr. Adewale his thoughts about the difference in the appointment once per month in an 
office setting in OPD versus coming back to the Hospital and actually meeting with him, Dr. 
Binks, VJ Hyde, his music therapist, Denise Brown and others for a much more comprehensive 
review of his adjustment as well as the issues of financial support for the longer range plan. 

Regarding financial support, Dr. Adewale said "I think we're talking Medicaid and public 
assistance basically." Dr. Adewale added "I'm sure nobody would imagine John Hinckley being 
on public assistance" but continued that "if that's what it is, that's what it is." I then asked Dr. 
Adewale, "Is it enough?" Dr. Adewale responded "Good question." Dr. Adewale confirmed 
that he does not know of a time when John Hinckley has had a roommate since his commitment 
to St Elizabeths Hospital, and he has essentially lived in a single room. Dr. Adewale expressed 
his thoughts that with public assistance Mr. Hinckley will have to have a roommate, and that the 
average Medicaid recipient gets $702/month with some food stamps and some free medications. 
Dr. Adewale added that "even with that support, a lot of individuals in care end up coming back 
to the Hospital because they just can't make it." Dr. Adewale added that "hopefully his brother 
or sister may keep him so he might be more comfortable, hopefully." 

Corliss Jones, Supervisor at Eastern State Hospital 

I attempted to interview Corliss Jones, Mr. Hinckley' s supervisor for his job at the café at 
Eastern State Hospital. Although the interview had been scheduled, I received a call from Ms. 
Jones on the day prior to the interview saying she could not discuss Mr. Hinckley with me 
because of "confidentiality." I reminded her that the St Elizabeths Hospital staff as well as Dr. 
Robert Phillips had met with her previously and it did not seem to be an issue. She informed me 
that her immediate supervisor had said that the meeting would require approval by the hospital 
director who was not available. I spoke with Ms. Jones' up-line supervisor who told me that Ms. 
Jones was correct, referred me to the second line supervisor, and I called and left a message for 
her but she did not return my call. Therefore, I did not have a discussion regarding Mr. 
Hinckley's adjustment and volunteer duties at Eastern State Hospital. However, Ms. Jones was 
willing to give me a tour of the café area so I took the tour and saw the area where Mr. Hinckley 
works which is a relatively small area of the cafeteria with approximately five to seven tables 
that may seat up to four diners at a time. I also saw the counter and kitchen areas. Ms. Jones 
told me that Mr. Hinckley performs his duties but again did not want to go further. 
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Denise Brown, LISCW 

I interviewed Denise Brown, LICSW, on 3/11/15. Ms. Brown is Mr. Hinckley's social worker at 
St. Elizabeths Hospital and she reported that she is in full support of the Hospital's 
Recommendation. Ms. Brown, in response to some of my questions, acknowledge that there are 
significant questions regarding the financial support for Mr. Hinckley's clinical and housing 
needs if the court approves the Hospital Recommendation for Convalescent Leave. Ms. Brown 
stated that she has reviewed the Recommendation and is aware from discussions with Scott 
Hinckley that Mr. Hinckley's family currently pays for the providers in Williamsburg, including 
Dr. GO, Mr. Beffa, Mr. Weiss, and Ms. Haley. Ms. Brown told me that under the Convalescent 
Leave, it is anticipated there will be an initial increase, rather than a decrease, in some of Mr. 
Hinckley's treatment services, including weekly individual and group therapies, weekly music 
therapy, bi-weekly psychiatric appointments, and case management appointments no fewer than 
twice per month and as needed to facilitate Mr. Hinckley's integration into the Williamsburg 
community. Ms. Brown also reported that the housing options for Mr. Hinckley should his 
mother's home become unavailable to him have not been fully explored and this would be a part 
of the responsibilities of the Williamsburg treatment team in collaboration with the Forensic 
Outpatient Department. The entitlements and/or governmental supports for Mr. Hinckley have 
not been fully identified and would depend on his becoming a Virginia resident and applications 
for entitlements as a mentally disabled person living in Williamsburg. She said that these 
applications should be made within 30 days prior to his leaving the Hospital. Ms. Brown 
reported she has had interactions with the Williamsburg treatment providers and it is her 
expectation that some of these issues will be addressed by the Williamsburg treatment providers. 

Ms. Brown went on to tell me that the usual process is for individuals to apply for Medicare and 
Medicaid benefits within the 30-days prior to a discharge date. She stated the application cannot 
be filed until a court order has been issued permitting Outpatient/Convalescent Leave status for 
NGRI aquittees and that for Mr. Hinckley to qualify for Medicare, he would first require 
Supplemental Security Income (SST). Should he be provided SSI, Mr. Hinckley could apply for 
Medicare at the age of 65. By contrast, individuals with low income who require assistance can 
apply for Medicaid and Ms. Brown stated her belief that Mr. Hinckley should be able to qualify 
for Medicaid, which could cover his medical care and medications, but would not cover case 
management services. In terms of other treatment services Mr. Hinckley currently receives, 
Medicaid and Medicare both cover psychiatric services for physicians who accept Medicaid 
and/or Medicare, however, music therapy services would not be covered. 
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Les Solomon 

I interviewed Les Solomon on 3/3/15 at the Williamsburg Unitarian Universalist Church. Mr. 
Solomon reported he met Mr. Hinckley through Jonathan Weiss, who told him Mr. Hinckley was 
looking for volunteer and possibly paid employment. Mr. Solomon told me that Mr. Hinckley's 
requests for volunteer and/or paid employment with the church had been discussed by the board 
members as well as shared with the congregation and that the board supports Mr. Hinckley 
providing volunteer services to the church. These volunteer services would consist of 
maintenance and cleaning of the grounds and Mr. Solomon reports they have had two occasions 
where Mr. Hinckley has assisted him in cleaning the grounds of the church. During our 
discussion, Mr. Solomon told me the volunteer activities are not likely to proceed to paid 
employment, however, there has been some discussion as to whether Mr. Hinckley may be able 
to become involved in cataloging for the church's library on a volunteer basis. 

Mr. Solomon also informed me that the volunteer activities by Mr. Hinckley are in no way 
related to the actual worship services at the church and that they are performed outside of regular 
and usual church operations such that Mr. Hinckley is under his supervision, but also has 
considerable time to independently engage in various activities. Mr. Solomon also reported that 
one of the activities Mr. Hinckley has been engaged in since he has taken on the volunteer 
services beginning in January 2015 is the building of bird houses for the support of wildlife in 
the area. Mr. Solomon reported Mr. Hinckley was initially guarded in his interactions with him, 
but appears to have since taken to the task and has been enthusiastic about providing the cleaning 
and groundskeeping services as well as the building of the bird houses. 

Mr. Solomon stated he has no concerns with regard to Mr. Hinckley's adjustment, behavior, or 
interactions with him, and that the church board accepted Mr. Hinckley for volunteer services as 
part of their mission is to welcome and provide assistance to individuals who have mental health 
or other challenges. 

Bruce Brelsford 

I met with Bruce Brelsford, a new friend and mentor in photography of John Hinckley. Mr. 
Brelsford is a 65 year old man who told me that he has lived in Williamsburg since 1972 and was 
employed as a teacher and principal in the school system for 41 years. Mr. Brelsford said that he 
is separated, has two adult daughters and lives alone. He stated he had been told by one of his 
friends, Jonathan Weiss, that John Hinckley was a client who was looking for some social and 
other activities in Williamsburg. He said he met John Hinckley with Mr. Weiss, and they struck 
up a discussion about photography. Mr. Brelsford told me that he is an amateur photographer 
who won a contest and met Bob Lerner, retired professional photographer for Look Magazine. 
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Mr. Brelsford told me that he met John Hinckley in September 2014, and they see each other 
approximately twice per visit. He described John as being guarded at first but since that time he 
believes Mr. Hincldey has developed some trust. Mr. Brelsford described their activities as 
driving together and engaging in photography in Williamsburg, Norfolk, Newport News, and 
Surrey, and added that John has agreed to go with him in March to a program at his church 
which will feature a celtic band. He also reported that John has asked him questions about prices 
for apartments and houses in Newport News. I asked Mr. Brelsford why he thinks Mr. Hinckley 
was asking such questions, and he replied that he believes Mr. Hinckley's mother is older," in 
her 80's," and "when she passes John is not sure he wants to stay in the house." 

Mr. Brelsford told me he has had no concerns regarding Mr. Hinckley's behavior or 
conversations, noting again that he was guarded at first but they have had more talks over time. 
He said that John has been to his home to have some instruction on using a printer and he has 
also been to John's home to help him set up a printer. He added that Mrs. Hinckley was home 
but remained in her bedroom and they did not meet. Mr. Brelsford told me that he hopes he can 
"help John become a contributing member of society in Williamsburg," and that he has told his 
family and his pastor about his friendship with John Hinckley. 

Ryan Carroll, MT-BC 

I interviewed Ryan Carrol, Music Therapist for John Hinckley at St. Elizabeths Hospital. Mr. 
Carroll reported he essentially replaced VJ Hyde as Mr. Hinckley's Music Therapist, and Mr. 
Hinckley has been involved in both group sessions in music therapy as well as individual 
sessions with Mr. Carroll. 

Mr. Carroll told me he is relatively new to the treatment team and began providing more in-depth 
services as Mr. Hinckley's individual music therapist in January 2015. He had previously 
worked with Mr. Hinckley in a guitar group that he facilitated as an intern in 2010. Mr. Carroll 
told me he believes he has had approximately four to five individual music therapy sessions with 
Mr. Hinckley. Mr. Carroll described his initial interactions with Mr. Hinckley in the music 
therapy group as limited in that Mr. Hinckley tended to focus on his own music and very rarely 
interacted with the other participants in music therapy unless he was asked a specific question. 
Mr. Carroll told me that he has been impressed by Mr. Hinckley's being more forthcoming and 
involved in the individual music therapy, both in terms of his interactions with him as well as 
Mr. Hinckley's review of his past music and expressing how differently he feels than even five 
years ago. Mr. Hinckley continues in the guitar group and even there he has become more 
involved with the other individuals in the group than Mr. Carroll has observed in the past. 
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Mr. Carroll told me also that he is aware of Mr. Hinckley's desire to form a band, although he is 
not aware of Mr. Hinckley wanting to publish his music. He does recognize that Mr. Hinckley 
has a desire for others to hear his music. Mr. Carroll reported he has met Elizabeth Haley, the 
music therapist in Williamsburg, by phone but they have not had any extensive discussions about 
the interface between the therapy services he provides and the therapy services she provides, or 
anticipation of other therapy services to be provided if Mr. Hinckley is granted Convalescent 
Leave. 

JoAnn Hinckley 

I interviewed JoAnn Hinckley, mother of John Hinckley, Jr., on 3/3/15. I have known Mrs. 
Hinckley for many years and last interviewed her approximately two years ago in February 2013. 
We began the interview with Mrs. Hinckley graciously welcoming me into her home as she has 
in the past, and confirming she had expected to hear from me. We briefly discussed Dr. Robert 
Phillips' passing, and Mrs. Hinckley commented she had become "rather attached" to him and 
we agreed he "was a brilliant man." Mrs. Hinckley asked me if I would be seeing the 
Williamsburg treatment providers, which I confirmed, as well as my plans to go to Eastern State 
Hospital which had been cancelled despite my talking with Corliss Jones and Deborah Elliott. I 
also informed Mrs. Hinckley that since Dr. Phillips was no longer involved in these evaluations 
that I would be contacting her son and daughter, Scott and Diane, for their views regarding the 
Hospital's proposal and John's adjustment over the past two years. She provided me with their 
cell phone numbers and I asked that if she did talk to them would she let them know I would be 
calling, which she agreed to do. Mrs. Hinckley told me she has been "fine," has had no problems 
with her health, and has had a change of doctors after having the same doctor for many years. 
She then added that having her son, John, at home with her has been "a big help," and she is 
"completely in awe" of him that "he is so capable," which "amazes" her after his being at St. 
Elizabeths for 30 years. 

We then focused discussion of how things have been from her perspective for the past two years, 
and she responded that "has just been fine" and "we get along just fine and we really haven't had 
any problems and I don't have a complaint." Mrs. Hinckley reported John Hinckley does the 
driving and when there are some things that are required on the itinerary that she goes with him, 
she drops him off, he has his three hours by himself, then he calls her to pick him up. She does 
not go to scheduled appointments with his case manager or therapists. She commented that 
"John is a very good driver" and takes good care of the car. They also have a second car that had 
belonged to her husband and when John is using her car she will drive the other car if she needs 
to go anywhere. 
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I told Mrs. Hinckley that I would be seeing Jonathan Weiss and Carl Beffa as well as Dr. GG, 
however, I had had some trouble reaching Elizabeth Haley, and Mrs. Hinckley replied that they 
have the same problem in reaching her but she generally comes on Sundays. We discussed the 
major change in the past two years being the addition of Jonathan Weiss as the case manager, 
and she responded that Mr. Weiss has been "wonderful. I tell you, he has been great." She added 
that Mr. Weiss is her "idol right now. Yes, I am very, very happy with Jonathan Weiss." Mrs. 
Hinckley told me it had been John who suggested going to NAMI meetings and it was his idea. 
She commented that NAMI has evening meetings at St. Stephen's Lutheran Church and John 
drives back and forth. She also affirmed that she believes he has gone there twice during the 
eight month period of the expanded 17-day visits. She also reported that when she does drop 
John off for his three-hour periods of unsupervised time, she really does not know what he does 
but he usually just goes out to Merchant's Square and she believes "he goes to the music store, 
book store, or some other things like that." 

Mrs. Hinckley and I discussed John's new friendship with Ms. L and that Ms. L has been in their 
home for a few afternoons and lives in 	, which is approximately one hour from 
Williamsburg. Mrs. Hinckley reported Ms. L's parents live in 	and her parents "pick 
her up to take her to 	as she does not live with her parents." Mrs. Hinckley also told 
me she and John had been invited to Ms. L's parents' home for lunch, but they declined. She 
indicated her parents appear to be very fond of John. Mrs. Hinckley then went on to tell me that 
her son's relationship with Ms. CB "has been a problem" because "she does not want to give up 
on John," and she comes to St. Elizabeths to see him "but there's no love interest there." Mrs. 
Hinckley told me it would not be possible for Ms. CB to come to Williamsburg and that I just 
have to ask John more about their relationship. She then told me about John's new interest in 
photography and his friend who is a local photographer in Williamsburg and "has been a 
tremendous help to John without pay." She told me that the friend (Bruce Brelsford) has taken 
John to Newport News and to York and introduced him to a noted photographer who 
photographed for "Life Magazine." Mrs. Hinckley told me that the photographer friend has been 
to her home, but when he came she was not there. Mrs. Hinckley told me that John's interest has 
shifted from painting to photography, and he has hundreds of paintings in a storage room below 
the house. 

In terms of Mr. Hinckley's interest in cats, I told Mrs. Hinckley it was my impression she was 
"not a cat person" but she corrected me, telling me she loves cats but that she does not want cats 
in her home. She stated "I'm happy with my life the way it is." Mrs. Hinckley told me she has 
lost most of her friends or neighbors as some have died, some are in assisted living, and some 
have gone back to home, wherever that might have been for them, but that she loves her home 
and she is happy. She said she no longer plays golf, but she still has her clubs and is not going to 
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sell them. She told me that she has observed President Clinton a couple times on the golf course 
outside her window with his bodyguards and the head Pro. 

We briefly discussed the media coverage that occurs whenever there is a hearing approaching, 
and she replied that for her that's been "hard" and "it hurts." She stated she deals with the Secret 
Service, and they still observe John but have never bothered the family. We also talked about 
the passing of James Brady, and she told me "that was hard." She reminded me that Sarah Brady 
is a William and Mary graduate, and although she has never met her personally, she is hopeful 
that she is doing well. With regard to John possibly being charged with homicide in Mr. Brady's 
death, Mrs. Hinckley told me that her children assured her that was not going to happen and they 
supported each other. 

Mrs. Hinckley reaffirmed that she is fully in support of the Convalescent Leave 
Recommendation for John to live with her full-time and that they "get along just fine together" 
and "I'm just in awe of him." She told me that "no one has worked harder than John," and he 
"dots every 'I', he crosses every 'T'," and she never has to remind him about anything. We 
discussed John's volunteer activities at the church as well as Eastern State Hospital, about his 
rejections by organizations he has applied to volunteer or work for, and his having the problem 
about saying he had gone to a movie he did not got to. Mrs. Hinckley told me that John no 
longer goes to movies and he does not got to the Barnes and Noble except for the Barnes and 
Noble in Merchant's Square. She also told me she is "with him on the intemet." 

Mrs. Hinckley told me she did not know many of the details of the Hospital's Recommendation 
other than it has for him to live with her and continue with his treatment and activities. I told her 
that it comes up in court that if she were no longer available, either because she became ill and 
moved to assisted living or a hospital, decided to move to Dallas or change her location, or 
passed away, what would be the plan for John down the line, and she reported "We don't talk 
about it." She reaffirmed that "her home is John's home," and that if he wants to stay there that 
is fine and if he does not that is fine as well. I told her my impression that she and her husband 
had been "the rock" for John and she told me that she could not imagine a parent not supporting 
their child. She also told me that "Scott and Diane have been so wonderful." I told her I had 
never doubted her genuine support and love for her son and she responded that she did not want 
to take "credit," that "it is all John's efforts" and that her other two children have played such an 
important part. We concluded the interview with my asking Mrs. Hinckley if there was anything 
else she thought I should know or anything else she wanted to tell me, and she responded she did 
not, and we agreed it has been "a long road." 
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Scott Hinckley 

I interviewed Scott Hinckley, brother of John Hinckley, Jr., on 3/10/15. Mr. Hinckley told me 
that he had not seen the Hospital recommendation but it had been discussed with him. He 
reported he still has questions regarding how convalescent leave works and how broad the 
services are and how the services are paid for. He reported he had talked in the past with Kevin 
Shamblee and they had discussed Medicaid payments for case management and possibly 
Medicare or some other program to pay for services. He told me that currently 100% of the 
clinical services provided by the Williamsburg providers are paid by family and it can range 
from $5,000 to $10,000/month. He stated further that that "is simply not sustainable" over a 
long period of time. Scott Hinckley reported that his brother John has not trust fund and no 
money because what money he had was spent on legal expenses, and currently only family and 
possible real estate profits from the sale of their mother's home when she is no longer living in 
the home would be sources of both clinical services and housing for his brother. In terms of 
housing, Scott Hinckley said his family does not want him brother staying at the "lowest level" 
and renting an apartment or condo might be possible for that his brother could stay at their 
mother's house for the short term but if their mother is not available then the family's intention is 
to sell that family home. He added, "within reason we'll help with housing costs" but added it 
would "not be my mother's house and we would not buy a condo." 

I told Scott Hincldey of my concern that there seems to be some unanswered questions about 
financing with regard to housing over the intermediate and hopefully long term, but more 
immediate with financing for the clinical services since his brother would no longer returning to 
St. Elizabeths for two weeks under the Hospital's proposal but would require ongoing clinical 
services that more likely would be greater than those he is receiving by the Williamsburg 
treatment providers currently. Scott Hinckley agreed with me that the options should be known 
and hopefully there will be more information provided about the actual funding sources and what 
kinds of services John could receive through entitlements. Further, Scott Hinckley expressed his 
hope that John will be able to get gainful employment and that should help offset some of the 
cost. Scott Hinckley went on to tell me that he believes his mother's health and vitality are 
excellent, and he and his sister, Diane, are on the same page regarding John's progress. I asked 
him to tell me what he thinks about John's progress clinically, and he responded that he believes 
his brother has made some improvements slowly and his ability to integrate with newfound 
friends including Bruce and Ms. L, a lady friend, are good and were facilitated by his case 
manager, Jonathan Weiss. He also reported that while the discussion has been about 
Williamsburg he has heard his brother say that Newport News might be more to his liking 
because it has young people and other activities. 
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Diane Sims 

I interviewed Diane Sims on 3/11/15. Mrs. Sims told me that she is absolutely in favor of the 
Hospital's plan for her brother to live in Williamsburg with her mother. She told me that the 
family has discussed several different housing possibilities if her mother were to become 
unavailable and no longer living in the house, but nothing had been decided 100% (quote?). She 
said there has been "no family decision yet about where he goes" adding that "the family is not 
in the position to decide that yet." She then emphasized "we will not allow my brother to be 
homeless or not be able to get his medication or treatment." I told her of my understanding that 
currently her brother's clinical services in Williamsburg are funded entirely by her family adding 
that according to the Hospital's recommendation the plan is for John to live with their mother in 
her home. I asked her if she has any concerns about where he may live should that be that 
situation arise. She responded that she does not have any concerns regarding the outpatient 
placement or where her brother might be living. She then told me that "John has proven to me 
that he has complete control of himself, can care for himself, and proven that time and time 
again." She went on to state that she is "very comfortable of his being able to succeed" and that 
she would be "the last person to want him in a position he can't handle." She went on to state 
that she is a very cautious person and that she believes her brother is "a very different person 
today from 30 plus years ago." 

I asked Mrs. Sims if she has seen the Hospital's recommendation or discussed it, and she 
responded that it had been discussed but she does not know the specific requirements for the 
clinical services other than he would continue to receive his medication and treatment in 
Williamsburg. 

Sidney Binks, Ph.D., ABPP 

I interviewed Dr. Binks on 3/11/15. Dr. Rinks and I have met several times in the past regarding 
Recommendations for Conditional Release of John Hinckley. I asked Dr. Milks to update me 
regarding Mr. Hinckley's progress over the last two years and his view of the current 
Recommendation. Dr. Binks told me there are essentially "two paths" which included the "first 
path of waiting perhaps a year for the court decision," and "the second path being after the court 
decision was made in February 2014." Dr. Binks said there had been "no major hurdles at all" as 
the visits have continued. 

Dr. Binks reminded me he has been working with Mr. Hinckley since 1998, and "the last couple 
years has been really good." He told me that for the last year since Mr. Hinckley has been going 
home very regularly, "He has had a really great mood," adding "he has had no mood issues at 
all." Dr. Binks told me Mr. Beffa calls him regularly every visit and always has "very very 
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positive things to say in terms of John's — his attitude in the community and how he is doing." 
Dr. Binks confirmed that he thinks the addition of Jonathan Weiss as case manager and Carl 
Beffa conducting both individual and group therapy has worked very well and that the "feedback 
from Mr. Beffa about how very well John is doing in his groups has been a little surprising," and 
being as active as he has been was more than Dr. Binks had anticipated. Dr. Binks also 
commented that the attendance at NAMI and Mr. Hinckley having one or two friendships after 
changing groups has also been very positive. We discussed Mr. Hinckley's progress in 
becoming more involved with other activities including NAMI. Dr. Binks responded that he 
believes Mr. Hinckley attended NAMI the first time because the team insisted, and continued 
because "it went better than he thought." Dr. Binks added "The fact that he can take himself 
there, I think helped." 

Dr. Binks told me about his understanding of Mr. Hinckley's relationship with Ms. L as a 
developing friendship and that Ms. L has been to his house, but that at this point it is "not really 
romantic." Dr. Binks added that Mr. Hinckley continues to have a conflict with Ms. CB and has 
become "much more a caregiver at this point." Dr. Binks opined that "it always takes John a lot 
longer to learn this kind of stuff than maybe somebody else" and "it's been a real good learning 
process for him." He added that he believes Mr. Hinckley's view of Ms. CB has changed from a 
romantic relationship to care giving because he "did not really appreciate the depth of her 
illness" and to come around to the insights and conclusions he has, "he had to really live it." Dr. 
Binks added "it took him a long time to fully understand that." We also discussed Mr. 
Hinckley's past relationship with Ms. N, who had been a patient at the Hospital and who 
subsequently continued a relationship with Mr. Hinckley and later ended that relationship very 
quickly after she returned to the community. Dr. Binks opined that the relationship "kind of 
speaks maybe a little bit to the fact that he is slow on the uptake in terms of what's happening in 
a relationship or what he didn't really anticipate that could happen even though he knew she 
was someone who was pretty conflict-ridden with people in her life." 

Dr. Binks and I discussed the Hospital's Recommendation and the lack of an Updated Risk 
Assessment being part of that Recommendation, and Dr. Binks confirmed he had seen a draft but 
not the final version of the Hospital Recommendation. 

Dr. Binks and I discussed his view of how Mr. Hinckley had dealt with the death of James 
Brady, and he replied that Mr. Beffa had more of an opportunity to deal with John in the 
immediacy because John was in Williamsburg at the time. Dr. Binks went on to say that by the 
time he saw Mr. Hinckley, Mr. Hinckley was not as concerned about being prosecuted as he had 
expected because his attorney had told him not to worry about it. He continued that he and Mr. 
Hinckley have in the past talked about Mrs. Brady and the kind of suffering she experienced as a 
result of what happened to her husband as well as the possibility of Mr. Hinckley paying 
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reparations to the Brady family should he ever have an income. Dr. Binks said that Mr. Hincldey 
had demonstrated a certain amount of remorse but most of that was probably before his time with 
John in processing those feelings. Dr. Binks added that when he and Mr. Hinckley talked about 
Mr. Brady's death, which was "little," it focused on what could happen to him forensically, and 
not really about the emotional impact on anyone, including Mr. Hinckley. 

I told Dr. Binks I was concerned that the Recommendation did not include a Violence Risk 
Assessment, particularly since the death of Mr. Brady, the new relationships with Ms. N and Ms. 
L and other changes since the last Recommendation by the Hospital, and I wondered why the 
Recommendation was rushed, and Dr. Binks responded that he thought the team did not feel 
rushed because the team was discussing Convalescent Leave when they wrote the letter for the 
previous hearing approximately four years ago. He added that the Review Board made the point 
that there was a need for an updated Risk Assessment and that forensically he knew that was 
going to happen. He also emphasized, however, that he believed the amount of communication 
between the treatment team at the Hospital and the Williamsburg providers "has (have?) risen to 
the occasion in terms of the amount of communication between one another." We also discussed 
the Recommendation in terms of the frequency of treatment appointments as well as reporting to 
OPD being at the discretion of the providers within a few months of implementation, and the 
lack of specificity, and Dr. Binks responded that his impression was that the specificity would be 
written into the release. 

Dr. Binks and I also discussed the risk factor of deceptiveness, Mr. Hinckley's past behavior and 
statements regarding his attendance at the movies, and his not having discussed with the 
treatment team or VJ Hyde his change in itinerary during the 17-day visits when he decided to go 
to a musician's home and studio instead of what the itinerary specified. I asked Dr. Binks if he 
had any concerns about Mr. Hinckley's judgment "in the moment" under the Convalescent 
Leave, and Dr. Binks replied that the conditions have to be set up in such a way that the court 
feels like it's okay for them to make changes, and that it will be the responsibility of the 
treatment team in Williamsburg and possibly Dr. Johnson in OPD "to figure that part out for 
themselves." I told Dr. Binks of my concerns that the Williamsburg providers have met only 
once or twice as a team and have not met collectively with Mr. Hinckley. He responded by 
confirming that the providers from Williamsburg, particularly Mr. Weiss and Mr. Beffa, have 
been part of j oint conference call for treatment team meetings by the Hospital, and that Dr. GO 
has been on those calls sometimes as well. 

Dr. Binks also told me he and Mr. Hinckley have discussed Mr. Hinckley's playing music, and 
wanting to record his music and his understanding is that Mr. Hinckley would not be able to go 
on tour and that any considerations for recording would be something for future court hearings. 
He added, "Currently, this would be part of the media plan." 
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We also discussed Mr. Hinckley's living with his mother, and whether that is a transitional plan 
or a long-term plan, and Dr. Binks replied "that is a good question" and that the staff "has always 
seen it as transitioning to be with his mother until she was gone," and then going to the 
community either sponsored by the family or sponsored by the state of Virginia. He added the 
Hospital team has been looking at transitioning Mr. Hinckley through Virginia social services. 
Dr. Binks expressed his view that the financial support from the family is "unpredictable" and 
that the team has assumed nothing is available from the family. Dr. Binks told me it is his 
understanding that Jonathan Weiss has told the team there are equivalent social services such as 
group housing for psychiatric patients in Virginia and that he would move through that system. 
Dr. Bulks said that an issue is that should Mrs. Hinckley's death not be too far in the future, and 
housing and other things are not in place, Mr. Hinckley would come back to the Hospital until 
the Outpatient Department works it out in Virginia, or the plan gets changed and Mr. Hinckley 
ends up being out placed in DC. Dr. Binks added that he believes Mr. Hinckley feels more 
integrated in Williamsburg than he did initially and is pleased to be discharged to Williamsburg, 
but if it ends up having to be DC he is fine with that too. 

Dr. Binks offered that he has researched whether or not the providers in Williamsburg, including 
Mr. Beffa and Dr. GO, were Medicare providers and his understanding is that they are and that 
perhaps the only out-of-pocket costs would be for Jonathan Weiss and the music therapist. We 
both agreed that Medicare typically does not cover the cost of forensic services as compared to 
clinical services. Dr. Binks and I agreed that if things were moving forward, that it would be 
tragic for them to suddenly come to a stop because something necessary is not in place. He 
emphasized that he really wanted the long term issues to be worked out because returning to the 
Hospital could potentially be "pretty crushing" and have contraindications for Mr. Hinckley if he 
were doing well clinically. 

Verne Hyde, MTT-CB 

I interviewed Verne J. Hyde (Vi) on 3/10/15. I have interviewed Mr. Hyde on several previous 
occasions regarding Recommendations for Conditional Release for Mr. Hinckley. Mr. Hyde 
initially was Mr. Hincldey's music therapist and for the past two years has been Mr. Hinckley's 
clinical administrator. Mr. Hyde and I last discussed Mr. Hinckley in February 2013, and I asked 
him to please update me on Mr. Hinckley's progress since that time as well as the Hospital's 
Recommendation for Convalescent Leave. Mr. Hyde told me when we last spoke he was 
transitioning from music therapist to clinical administrator for Mr. Hinckley. Mr. Hyde said that 
he had discussed the court's February 2014 opinion with Mr. Hinckley and described it as a 
"roadmap to your getting out." He said he emphasized to Mr. Hinckley that it is "100% on you. 
We're going to do what we can to foster, you know your success in achieving these objectives 
that have been laid out very clearly and are completely doable." He told me that Mr. Hinckley 
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initially had some reluctance in engaging in more activities but "the energy and great ideas" from 
Jonathan Weiss were very helpful in making the 17-day visits successful. Mr. Hyde noted there 
were a number of rejections to the initial efforts for Mr. Hinckley to be engaged in more 
activities in the community. We discussed some of those rejections, as well as concerns I have 
expressed previously regarding the need for the Williamsburg providers to meet collectively as a 
team with Mr. Hinckley, which has not occurred to date. 

Mr. Hyde also told me of the progress Mr. Hinckley has made with regard to group therapies and 
his enthusiasm about talking with the members of the group about everyday issues, as well as 
Mr. Hinckley's agreeing to attend a NAMI meeting and then to continue participation in NAMI. 
Mr. Hyde also described his impressions of the new relationships that Mr. Hinckley has with 
Bruce Brelsford and Bob Levine, going bowling with some of Jonathan Weiss' friends, and Mr. 
Hinckley's receptivity to the Hospital treatment team's approach to him and insistence that he 
engage in activities such as the NAMI group. Mr. Hyde also reported his impressions that Mr. 
Hinckley had become more involved with the group therapies in Williamsburg because of the 
composition of the groups, which included working people living their lives in the community as 
compared to the St. Elizabeths Treatment Mall or the People's Place groups which were 
comprised of a number of individuals who had been hospitalized for many years. 

Mr. Hyde and I discussed the historic risk factors for Mr. Hinckley including isolation, 
depression, relationships with women, and deceptiveness, as well as my concerns for a new risk 
factor involving financial stability. Further, we discussed the process and responsibilities for 
reporting to the court should the court grant Mr. Hinckley Convalescent Leave, especially given 
that there will be minimal to no itineraries for what Mr. Hinckley is required to do and what he 
may choose to do or not do. 

Mr. Hyde told me that Mr. Hinckley reported to the team his meeting of Ms. L and was "very 
excited about it." He added that the team has seen a "real brightening of his overall affect," as 
well as "a change for the better in his overall energy level and social interaction with the nursing 
staff on 2B." Of note, Mr. Hyde no longer is assigned to Unit 2B although he continues to 
remain in the clinical administrator role for Mr. Hinckley. Mr. Hyde told me that part of Mr. 
Hinckley's enthusiasm in discussing Ms. L includes her having been to his mother's home, his 
meeting her parents and her meeting his mother, and she and John making music together. Mr. 
Hyde also reported that Mr. Hinckley's enthusiasm includes his being physically attracted to Ms. 
L and being able to have reality-based conversations with her, as well as her having family 
support and being connected with her family, in contrast to other previous relationships he has 
had with women. Mr. Hyde reported that Mr. Hinckley continues to have a relationship with Ms. 
CB and that they talk every day on the phone in contrast to his relationship with Ms. L where he 
is not "overwhelming her with contact." Mr. Hyde told me that both the Hospital team and 
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Williamsburg team have encouraged Mr. Hinckley to learn more about Ms. L and it is his 
understanding she has been treated for Bipolar disorder and has some substance abuse history as 
well. Mr. Hyde thought that perhaps Jonathan Weiss may have had some contact with Ms. L but 
he was not sure, and that the Hospital team has not spoken with her. He continued that the team 
has discussed whether they should be attempting to contact everyone that Mr. Hinckley has had 
contact with and have agreed that the clinical rationale is for Mr. Hinckley to try to integrate and 
normalize his life. 

Mr. Hyde and I further discussed the issues of Mr. Hinckley's ongoing treatment services in 
Williamsburg and the need for that to be clinically driven based on his needs as compared to 
financially driven and based on his or his family's ability to pay out of pocket for services, 
including forensic work. 

Mr. Hyde told me that the Hospital team has told Mr. Hinckley it would not be a good idea for 
Ms. CB to move to Williamsburg and that Mr. Hinckley has said to them that he recognizes "that 
would be a complete disaster for everyone involved." He also shared the team's impression that 
Ms. CB, despite Mr. Hinckley trying tell her explicitly and implicitly through his actions, 
"doesn't get it and she won't get it." Mr. Hyde added that Mr. Hinckley has told him with regard 
to his mother's having said in the past that Ms. CB could not come to her home in Williamsburg, 
"now I get it" but when it was occurring back then "not so much." 

Mr. Hyde and I discussed Mr. Hinckley's decision to go to the home of John Tracy, with the idea 
of discussing the possibility of recording music in his studio, instead of going to see Bob Lerner, 
the retired photographer, as listed on the itinerary. Mr. Hyde told me that Mr. Hinckley did call 
him the following day, and that he queried Mr. Hinckley about why he had not called him prior 
to making the change and Mr. Hinckley replied something to the effect of "It really didn't dawn 
on me in the moment." Mr. Hyde then contrasted that event to another event involving Mr. 
Hinckley receiving a call from Ms. L asking if he wanted to meet for coffee, and because he 
could not reach Mr. Hyde and although Mr. Weiss told him it might be a good idea but better to 
hold off, Mr. Hinckley did not go and "was really bummed." 

Mr. Hyde told me that he had not seen any active symptoms of psychotic thinking, behavior, or 
influence, or depression since we had spoken two years ago. We also discussed Mr. Hinckley's 
diagnosis of narcissistic personality disorder in context of the "media plan." Mr. Hyde told me 
that there had been discussion of that by the team and there were apparently some different 
expectations regarding the media plan as having to do with his talking to any media about 
anything, publishing his music or a possible book, and/or profiting from the sale of any 
information related to the instant offenses. Mr. Hyde told me that he is very much aware and 
sensitive to the issues of "fame" and its relationship to Mr. Hinckley' s narcissism. We also 
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agreed that under the proposed Convalescent Leave, it would be the Williamsburg team who 
would be responsible for knowing and monitoring any conditions, including any media 
restrictions or media plan. Mr. Hyde emphasized that he has been very rigorous about making 
sure there is discussion with both teams about the risks within this context. Mr. Hyde told me he 
had discussed Mr. Hinckley's new interest in photography with the team, as well as the 
possibility of how it might look "when one of the world's most infamous stalkers takes up a 
camera and starts getting into photography," and how to contextualize that in terms of risk 
mitigation and monitoring. Mr. Hyde said this issue had come up because Mr. Hinckley's friend 
Bruce had informed him of an art showing coming up where professionals and amateurs were 
both invited to submit their work and Mr. Hinckley had asked the teams if he could submit a 
couple of pictures. Mr. Hyde said that Mr. Hinckley wondered if he could possibly submit the 
pictures as "anonymous," however, the form he had required a name and then the question of 
using a fictitious name or pseudonym was raised. He concluded with saying that he thought at 
times the "team has been too conservative and not clinical," and in other cases "the conservative 
is the clinical." We agreed that it is important for these issues to be clear. 

Mr. Hyde then mentioned to me that Mr. Hinckley "still receives a lot of mail, and some of it 
appears to be from people are stalking him." Mr. Hyde said he spoke with Mr. Hinckley about 
the mail, and Mr. Hinckley's replies are that he really does not care, people are always trying to 
get him to send them his signature and "I just don't respond." Mr. Hyde told me he does not 
believe there is generally a significant risk to Mr. Hinckley based on the letters he receives, 
however, he did contact the Secret Service about one person in particular and was assured by the 
Service that they would intervene as law enforcement if necessary. Mr. Hyde added that he 
thinks the likelihood of Mr. Hinckley being at risk of harm from others as a target is greatest 
when "these things come out" in the news media. My Hyde acknowledged the media exposure 
is complicated and that even if Mr. Hinckley were to perform at an open-mic anonymously, 
someone could videotape it and put it on YouTube. 

Mr. Hyde acknowledged that since sending the e-letter in December, the treatment team has gone 
through it and decided they need to go into more detail, but it has not yet been sent out because 
of Hospital administrative reasons. Mr. Hyde elaborated that the Williamsburg treatment team 
will be sending their notes to OPD and OPD would be passing the information along to the court 
as the ultimate communicator to the courts. He also told me his understanding that the 
Williamsburg treatment team had met once as a team together, but they have not done that with 
John being present. He indicated he wanted the Williamsburg treatment team to start meeting 
together with John, and that part of the plan if for them to be having 60-day treatment plans just 
as the Hospital treatment team has currently. He indicated the 60-day frequency would apply for 
the first six months to a year and then per the treatment team and OPD approval, on a semi-
annual basis. 
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Mr. Hyde then told me he agrees that this all comes around to a financial concerns are a potential 
future risk factor for Mr. Hinckley. He went on to tell me that Mr. Hinckley told the treatment 
team "up until a month ago" that there was a trust fund that he has and "it will be fine." Mr. 
Hyde went on to tell me that the expectation in the Recommendation is that the treatment team 
would still be meeting with him individually on the same schedule, i.e., weekly for indivichinl 
and group therapy, case management as needed with more initially and decreasing, and weekly 
with Dr. GG for medication management, supportive psychotherapy, and risk management. He 
also affirmed that this is anticipated to be for the first four months and then at the discretion of 
the treatment providers in Williamsburg. He further acknowledged there are a number of 
financial elements to the plan, including treatment team meetings, driving to and from 
Washington, DC on a monthly basis, and the services that have been provided by the Hospital 
and paid for by the U.S. Marshal's Service will no longer be in effect. 

Mr. Hyde and I discussed the Hospital's decision to eliminate the 24-day visits from the current 
Recommendation, and he told me that for Mr. Hinckley to be in Williamsburg for 24 days, he 
technically would not meet residency requirements for DC and it is confusing as to what benefits 
and payment would be provided by the US Marshal's Service; he also offered that for Mr. 
Hinckley to be back for one week between 24-day visits would include two days of travel and 
three days at the Hospital and would be more stressful for him and increase risk for 
decompensation. With regard to the previous plan of 17-day visits to 24-day visits to 
Convalescent Leave, Mr. Hyde offered regarding the 24-day visits "It didn't make sense then, 
and it doesn't make sense to me now." Mr. Hyde went on to say that the decision to move 
forward to Convalescent Leave is a critical decision with the thought that "he will do better if he 
is fulltime in Williamsburg," and also facilitate the possibility of employment. Mr. Hyde told me 
his impressions are that if Mr. Hinckley is granted Convalescent Leave, Social Security and 
Medicaid will be applied for 30 days prior to his actually leaving, and that Mr. Weiss and Mr. 
Beffa said they would work something out with John, Dr. GG said she would accept Medicaid, 
and Ms. Haley has a sliding fee scale. He added that "we're all working it out together." He 
also added that the Benefits Coordinator for the Hospital has been "doing a lot of working 
looking to settle these things for the treatment team." Mr. Hyde went on to say that if the 
Hospital and Williamsburg teams do not have these things in place, "we can't do anything" and 
are "asking for" an additional risk factor. I told Mr. Hyde I did not see anything in the 
Recommendation as a "Plan B" or alternate plan, and Mr. Hyde responded by telling me that the 
team had discussed the possibility of Mr. Hincldey being placed in Washington, DC, and living 
independently in a single occupancy (SRO), going to OPD for medication and treatment, and 
also being referred to an Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) service. 

Mr. Hyde noted that he sees the Hospital's Convalescent Leave Plan as a "transition plan" with 
regard to housing, and that the ultimate goal is for Mr. Hinckley to live independently. He told 
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me he believes "Mr. Hinckley has done more to integrate himself into the Williamsburg 
community in the past year than he has in the last eight years." He added that the plan is for 
placement in Williamsburg, and that "he will live in his mother's place for up to six months until 
he finds another place." The team does not necessarily want him living in Williamsburg being a 
caretaker for his mother. I then asked if anyone has talked with Mrs. Hinckley about her 
thoughts of John living with her for a short period of time as he transitions to independent living, 
and Mr. Hyde indicated he did not know what Mrs. Hinckley might have to say about that. Mr. 
Hyde said that he and Mrs. Hinckley speak monthly and they have discussed the Hospital 
looking at the benefits and housing, but have not had that specific discussion of Mr. Hinckley 
living with her for a short period of time and then moving to other housing should it become 
available. 

Mr. Hyde and I discussed Mr. Hinckley's relationship with Ms. N. He told me that he had 
noticed Mr. Hinckley and Ms. N talking together in the TLC and she was subsequently 
transferred to the same unit as Mr. Hinckley. He noted they were talking a lot and becoming 
close, and Mr. Hinckley told him they had good conversations. Mr. Hyde said he advised Mr. 
Hinckley that he needed to find more out about Ms. N and subsequently Ms. L and generally to 
find out about people. Mr. Hyde said he thinks Mr. Hinckley has not asked questions because he 
is "in the moment" and perhaps "blinded by the hope that this could be the one." Mr. Hyde 
added that he has seen improvement in Mr. Hinckley asking questions, even if it is in "baby 
steps." Mr. Hyde went on to tell me that after Ms. N was discharged, she and John continued 
correspondence and phone calls, but that she eventually wrote him a "Dear John" letter and 
although he was "bummed about it," "he handled it well." Mr. Hyde continued that Mr. 
Hinckley managed it, brought it up in individual and group therapy, and in random conversations 
with him. Mr. Hyde acknowledged that Mr. Hinckley's lack of judgment is a risk factor, but is 
developing and increasing as he has more experiences. 

Mr. Hyde told me the team has seen progress in a number of arenas including socialization, 
better judgment (despite the poor judgment in changing the itinerary to see John Tracy), less 
isolation, "more reaching out and communication." Mr. Hyde also told me that the "James 
Brady thing was huge." He told me that when he heard Mr. Brady had died, he called Mr. 
Hinckley who was in Williamsburg and they worked through that and subsequently got the 
notice of Mr. Brady's death being ruled a homicide. He told me that he and the Forensic 
Director talked about the homicide ruling and whether they should bring Mr. Hinckley back to 
the Hospital and decided they would not do that, and that he instead talked with Mr. Hinckley 
about the ruling and that Mr. Hinckley was "confused," "scared," and "upset," but "he didn't 
implode. He didn't isolate. But he didn't shut down or overreact." He said that Mr. Hinckley 
then went to his resources, talked with his attorney, his mother, and his providers in 
Williamsburg and at the Hospital. Mr. Hyde also told me that when the news first came out 
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about Mr. Brady's death, Mr. Hinckley responded by saying "I'm very sad. I'm sorry to hear 
that. You know, I feel for the family." He continued that Mr. Hinckley said he "felt terrible" 
about what had happened and there was nothing he could do about it, and that he wished "I could 
take back" what he had done. He told me that Mr. Hinckley had said he "thought back to when 
he was a kid" and that he "ruined so many people's lives, including my own" and that it was 
something he would "always carry with me and feel bad about." He told me he thought the 
reaction was more intense than with the death of President Reagan because President Reagan got 
better and was able to forgive John publicly before he died. 

Examination of John W. Hinckley, Jr. 

I examined John W. Hinckley, Jr. (dob 5/29/55) on 3/9 and 3/10/15 at St. Elizabeths Hospital. I 
last examined Mr. Hinckley in February 2013 and when we met, he offered a handshake and a 
smile as we sat down for the interview. 

Mr. Hinckley began by telling me that he had seen Dr. Murphy the morning of 3/9/15 and she 
had started her risk assessment. He told me he had completed an MMPI, which he has done 
many times, and is scheduled to continue the risk assessment the following day. I told Mr. 
Hinckley I had met earlier with his library supervisor, Ms. Jernigan-Pedrick, and he reminded me 
that he had been working in the library since 2002. He then told me that his supervisor is going 
out on sick leave to have surgery later in the week and he does not know what is going to happen 
regarding his job in the library. 

I reminded Mr. Hinckley that his hearing is set for April 22, 2015, and asked how he saw the 
hearing in terms of magnitude of the particular recommendation, and he responded by telling me 
"it's big but we've led up to this. You know this has been a long process where I have gone 
from one day to this. I will be on Convalescent Leave. So it's over a number of years, you 
know." He told me he thinks "it has been a steady progression after 34 years and in this phase 
we have really stepped up the game." I asked him to tell me more about that and he told me after 
the addition of Jonathan Weiss as his case manager, he is doing a lot of things in Williamsburg. 
He told me that there has not been a single visit or occasion where he has said to his mother he 
did not want to do something or just go home because "I like what I am doing." He stated he is 
in group therapy once per week with Mr. Beffa, started NAMI "a while back," and he has had 
ten or eleven 17-day visits since April of last year. He told me he changed from an evening 
group to a day group because "I wanted to start NAMI which is only in the evenings." 

I asked Mr. Hinckley to tell me more about the group he has been involved in and my 
understanding is that the groups are comprised of ten people, and he responded "They are just 
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folks from the city, from the area. Most of them come in with family issues, because they've 
got, you know, families going on. And they discuss that, or work issues, or, you know, some — 
private issues. But it is just, we are very focused. It is very different from this treatment mall." 
He added "And to me very much better." Mr. Hinckley told me he was introduced to each group 
by Mr. Beffa as "John" and he told the group he was in the group because he was trying to 
transition to the community in Williamsburg as he is an inpatient at St. Elizabeths Hospital in 
Washington, D.C. He went on to tell the groups about his visits to his mother, attempts to 
transition into the community, and doing volunteer work with Jonathan Weiss and some things 
he does with his friend, Bruce. He stated seeing from session to session that it started dawning 
on everybody in the group as to who he is as they were putting two and two together "like when 
Mr. Brady died." He went on to say that he had not brought it up but another member of the 
group asked him in August how he was feeling about the Brady situation. He said he thought the 
question was focused on his possibly being charged with homicide, and he responded by telling 
group members it was a big concern but his attorney was assuring him that he did not think he 
would be prosecuted again. He added that it was something that was "not affecting how I go 
through my day or anything, but it's certainly something that was hanging over my head for four 
or five months." He told me it did not go further as he believed the group members are hesitant 
with him in general and do not probe him as they do other group members. He added "it is 
unusual to have someone like me sitting in the group but no one has been hostile at all to me," 
rather "they have only been welcoming of me." He told me the discussions are very different 
from what he has experienced in the treatment mall at St. Elizabeths Hospital. He went on to tell 
me that the NAMI group he attends is a mixture of individuals who are "city folk" and others 
who are or have been inpatients at Eastern State Hospital so the content of their discussions is 
different. 

Mr. Hinckley said that since moving from the evening group to the morning group, he has 
planned to get together with two of the evening group members which would have been 
prohibited while they were all in the same group, but this has not yet occurred. He continued 
that when he joined the second group, at the end of the group several members shook his hand 
and welcomed him in a way that made him think that they may have known something about 
him before he came into the group. 

We then talked about Mr. Hinckley leaving the hospital and specifically leaving his cats. With 
regard to his cats, Mr. Hinckley described having taken a cat to his mother's house and the cat 
ran away only to return when he put food out. He described the cats as "feral cats" and 
continued "so they love me." "They come up to me, get my rub, I pet them all the time." He told 
me he is working with a former volunteer coordinator and the Humane Society to try and 
relocate the cats because no one is going to do what he has been doing as it is too expensive and 
it takes too much time. He said he is hoping to have the cats relocated to "some place where 
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they will not be euthanized." Mr. Hinckley went on to describe that he cares for 20 cats and 
spends over $100 per visit at a pet store in Williamsburg to feed them. He added that while he is 
in Williamsburg, there is "a guy who is an outpatient who feeds them." He told me, "it sounds 
cold to say this, but there's nothing I miss about St. Elizabeths except my cats." I told Mr. 
Hinckley that in my experience at the Hospital that sometimes individuals who are placed in the 
community missed their interactions with people at the hospital and Mr. Hinckley told me that he 
did miss people at the hospital "somewhat" and would get lonely in Williamsburg because he 
didn't have any friends there, adding "all I had was my mother." He stated, however, now he 
considers he has two good friends in Williamsburg and that has helped him "tremendously" with 
his loneliness. 

I then asked him about the change in the Hospital's previous recommendation to the current 
recommendation, from 17 days going to convalescent leave, and he responded that "it's just 
about the whole month anyway so if you're going to be out you might as well be out." Mr. 
Hinckley then told me that the outpatient department will be responsible for monitoring his 
progress for some period of time and he said "I've got complete ignorance on some of this, 
because I don't know the specifics of the current motion." I told Mr. Hinckley one of the 
differences is that on convalescent leave, as I understand the recommendation, there would not 
be itineraries and he said, "no, because we can't live that way. You expect me to live the rest of 
my life by an itinerary? I can't do it. No one can do it." 

I then questioned Mr. Hinckley about his departure from the itinerary when he was supposed to 
be going to see the retired photographer and instead went to the recording studio, and he told me 
that his friend Bruce and he were about to go to see "an elderly man that lives in 	and 
was a very well respected photographer for Look Magazine for many years." He said this man 
was not feeling well that day. He told me further that he had "called John Tracey the day before 
to see if we could hook up with musicians in the Williamsburg area, and he told him that he 
could come over and they could talk about it. He continued that when the visit with Bob in 

fell through, he said to Bruce "let's go to, do you want to go see this guy, this guy 
John Tracy? You know, I know where he lives," and that is what they did. He then said that "in 
hindsight I should have told VJ" and that he told VJ after this happened who said that at least he 
should have called him on the way to the studio to tell him what he was doing rather than tell 
him after the fact, to which Mr. Hinckley said he understood. He described this as a "spur of the 
moment thing where I thought it would be a nice way to spend some time with Bruce and John 
Tracy." He then gave me other examples when he did call Mr. Hyde when there were 
anticipated changes in the itinerary before doing or not doing other things. 

Mr. Hinckley went on to tell me he wants to start a band, and his friend Ms. L has been to his 
house a few times and he has done some musical things with her on his own equipment, but 
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maybe she can be in his band. He said he is also open to meeting with others and starting a band, 
and added "it's just a band to jam and make music." In talking about the band issue, I asked Mr. 
Hinckley if Elizabeth Haley had been involved in that and I told him I had had some difficulty 
catching up with her. He said he "totally agrees" that she is hard to catch up with but that they 
did discuss ideas that had fallen through including advertising in the Kings Mill Newsletter for 
musicians but advertising would require provision of his home phone number and his mother did 
not want him to do that. He also said that Ms. Haley had contacted other bands, including a 
church group of musicians, to find out if he could join them and they responded that he could 
not. He continued he would "like to get a professional sound" on his songs and have them 
published but said he does not want to violate the media clause. When I asked whether playing 
his music publicly or doing a music video would be a violation the media clause, and he 
responded that "we should bring that up with the judge at the hearing and let him make the 
decision." Mr. Hinckley told me his understanding of the media clause is that he is not supposed 
to give interviews to reporters and provided an example when he said to a reporter in 
Williamsburg to "please leave us alone" when he was approached in the parking lot of Dr. GG's 
office. He added that he thought the media clause had to do with not doing interviews and not 
writing a book, and when I asked he said he has no current plans to write a book. 

Mr. Hinckley then told me of his relationships with his new friends, Bruce and Ms. L, and how 
those friendships developed and he described Bruce as "a good guy" and his mentor in 
photography that he met through Jonathan Weiss and Ms. L as "a good friend." He went on to 
tell me he has had several other outings with Bruce and attended events on the William and Mary 
campus as well as meeting with Ms. Haley in Newport News to attend outdoor concerts, as well 
as visiting restaurants and "doing things that I would not have normally done if it had just been 
left to me." I asked Mr. Hinckley how he feels doing these additional things, and he answered 
"it feels good now" adding "I was kinda stagnant to be honest for a few years down there 
because I was kind of left to my own devices." He attributes the increase in activities to 
Jonathan Weiss as his case manager. He then told me about his volunteering under the 
supervision of Les Solomon to do outdoor work and making bird houses at the Unitarian Church. 
He reported the next step for him after volunteering at the café at Eastern State Hospital and the 
Unitarian Church is to "get a paid job." 

Mr. Hinckley described meeting Ms. L at his first NAMI meeting in November or December 
2014. He said that one of his main goals in attending NAMI is "to meet people I can socialize 
with immediately." He described Ms. L as having had "some mental health issues in the past but 
currently very stable" and living in a group home in 	because her parents do not want 
her living at home. He told me they have music in common and he got her to play a keyboard 
even though she is "not extremely musically inclined." Mr. Hinckley told me he is trying not to 
isolate himself and he has been accused of that in hearings, so when Mr. Weiss asked him about 
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NAMI he decided to give it a try. He added that he changed his mind because he wanted to meet 
people he could be friends with and socialize rather than sit in his house and watch television. 
He told me he had been to three or four NAMI meetings since he began, and he went on to say 
that Ms. L no longer attends the NAMI meetings but he has and that sometimes they can be 
"pretty intense" referring to what members talk about. 

Mr. Hinckley also told me that he is "not falling in love" with Ms. L, that it is "not really 
romantic" as she is just a friend that he likes "hanging out with." He said he does not know if 
more may come about later but understands that "she has a male friend in 	she hangs 
out with," which is fine with him. He added that it is a possibility that he will visit her in 

but the current court order does not allow him to drive to see a person who is not 
designated by the order. 

Mr. Hinckley then told me that he is going with his friend Bruce to church to hear an Irish 
concert during his next visit, which is an example of something he "used to say no to" but he 
currently is saying "yes." He added that he has taken another volunteer job, has been going to 
lectures including "high brow" lectures at the Muscarelle Museum. 

I asked Mr. Hinckley if he thought Ms. L would be willing to talk with me or want to talk with 
me, and he responded that she "hates to talk to doctors" so he "highly doubts it" but he would 
ask her and get a message back to me. At the time of writing this report I have not received any 
messages that Ms. L would want or be willing to talk with me. Mr. Hinckley then expressed that 
he still has a "sour feeling" about what happened with Leslie Deveaux and atttibutes the breakup 
of that relationship ultimately to Dr. Phillips and me because of the attention that was placed on 
her and the doctors wanting to talk to her. I told him that I could understand his feelings that his 
relationships or friendships have been inspected or analyzed and his preference that things would 
be "separate from all this government intrusion" but there were other events like the publication 
of an article that had focused on Ms. Deveaux and his relationship with her that may have also 
influenced her thinking. I also reminded him that even the expert retained by his lawyer wanted 
to talk with Ms. Deveaux and she refused. I continued that I talked with his friend Bruce in a 
coffee shop with the intent of getting his thoughts about their friendship and my conversation 
was something that Bruce agreed to have with me. 

Mr. Hinckley and I discussed his relationship with Ms. CB, and he told me "it has been going 
okay" but that she "has her ups and downs with her mental illness and she is not as stable as Ms. 
L." He continued that Ms. CB "gets hospitalized quite often and it is not an easy relationship," 
but when not hospitalized she comes to the Hospital to see him and they talk on the phone 
whenever he is home or at the hospital. He said he has told Ms. CB that if he does get 
convalescent leave he will not be coming up to Washington to see her and that she cannot come 
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to Williamsburg. He told me that he has told Ms. CB "No, you can't It's not in the order." He 
added, however, that she cannot come because she gets anxiety attacks in public places and his 
mother is scared that she will have some run in with authorities because that has happened in 
DC. Mr. Hinckley affirmed that he sees things differently than he did when he initially wanted 
Ms. CB to come to Williamsburg because it would cause too much turmoil in his life and he just 
wants to keep her away. Mr. Hinckley acknowledged that maybe Ms. CB is "not totally getting 
it, but I can't help that," adding "she is attached to me." Mr. Hinckley told me that when he has 
"put his foot down" with Ms. CB and told her "not to do something," she has not done that 
"something" over the past five or six years they have been in a relationship. He gave as an 
example of her wanting to come to the hearing in April and he told her "absolutely not," and he 
believes she will not because he was so stern. 

I gave Mr. Hinckley a hypothetical, e.g., Ms. CB arrives in Williamsburg and calls him to come 
get her, and he responded he would tell her to "get on the next train back to DC." He added that 
he cannot have her come to visit without people knowing about it, and continued that if that did 
happen he would immediately call VJ and ask what he wanted him to do. He told me that their 
intimate relationship has not continued and advised me that there have been many changes on the 
grounds where various areas have been fenced off. 

I told Mr. Hinckley that I had read letters that mentioned a Ms. N who appeared and then was out 
of the picture. He told me that she was a patient at St. Elizabeths who was eventually transferred 
to his unit and they had a close relationship in which at one point he had big plans for her to 
come to Williamsburg. He said, however, that she was discharged in February 2014 and 
although they maintained a relationship for a couple months she hated coming to St. Elizabeths 
even to visit him. He told me that their last visit was on his birthday 5/29/14, and about one 
month later he got "a literal Dear John letter." He then added "so don't say I can't handle 
rejection, doc, because I had big plans with this girl and she sent me a Dear John letter." He said 
the letter included a request that he not call her anymore and he has not called her since even 
though he does "not know what happened" but "it was not based on a falling out that we had." 
Mr. Hinckley did not mention phone calls answered by her mother or aunt. Mr. Hinckley told 
me that he brought this up to the treatment team and had told the treatment team that he 
anticipated she would perhaps visit him in Williamsburg to which they responded that he should 
"hold up" on that. He said he had known Ms. N for approximately nine months in the hospital 
with two of those months being on his ward, and he had seen her previously everyday in the 
treatment mall. 

I asked Mr. Hinckley to tell me more about how he is different, and he responded "I'm more 
sociable." He stated that he "stays busy" while he is in Williamsburg and that he does not like it 
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when activities get cancelled like on snow days. He added that he has "a lot more motivation," 
that he is a good photographer, and he has both learned and enjoyed a lot with his friend Bruce. 

Mr. Hinckley told me he believes his socialization is better because he keeps "getting out into 
situations" where he has to be social. He said he "used to be terrible at small talk" and "initiating 
conversations" but he is more comfortable doing that now. 

When we discussed the death of James Brady and the possibility of Mr. Hinckley being charged 
with having committed a homicide and that being different from attempting to shoot the 
president, he told me it was "shocking to me." He said he continued with his routine in 
Williamsburg as he had another week to be there but it "hung over my head until January 
second" when it was announced they were not going to pursue it, and "Barry," his attorney, 
assured him that "it was not going to go anywhere" and that kept him "above water." Mr. 
Hinckley then added "it was his death, not the homicide but Brady's death, you know, it got me 
to thinking about what I did to this man. It really did. You know, that I so diminished his life, 
that for so many years he was in pain, he just didn't have the life he would have had." He said 
that made him "really sad to an extent it never had before his death," and continued that "it made 
me wish that I could take it back but it is what happened" and he "prays for him and his family 
all the time." I asked him who he shares his feelings with, and he answered "I don't - - I don't 
broadcast this. I think you are really like the first person I have said it to in this way." In 
response to my questions, he told me that he has had ongoing discussions about the Brady issue 
with his therapists at St. Elizabeths and in Williamsburg, something he "kept talking about with 
everybody" and he added "I have tremendous remorse." He clarified to me that anyone might 
respond to a question "do you have remorse' with a 'yeah, I have remorse' but he stated that "I 
really do have remorse and it is not simply a flat term." I told him I was trying to distinguish 
how he felt about this Mr. Brady's death compared to how he felt about the "threat" of being 
charged with murder, and he replied that he had to deal with the legal issue for four or five 
months and he was relieved when he did not have to. 

I continued my examination of Mr. Hinckley on the following day, 3/10/15, and I asked him if 
there was anything he had thought of that he may want to tell me about since met the day before, 
and he replied "the only thing I thought to think of is to clarify, you know, when I was speaking 
of Brady. I don't want you to get the impression that you're the only person I have expressed 
feelings, you know, my remorse, feelings about Brady." Mr. Hinckley went on to tell me that he 
has met with Dr. Binks multiple times and his other therapists but the day before in meeting with 
me that was "the first time that I'd told it that way." He added that he didn't want me to get the 
impression that he never broached the subject before taking with me about it. 
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I had asked Mr. Hinckley the previous day if he would think about things he believed were 
accomplishments, and he told me that he had met with Dr. Murphy earlier in the day of 3/10/15 
and had made a list of things he has done that are "new to this stage." I asked him to go through 
the list and he said it included: 1) NAMI, 2) starting group therapy, 3) lectures at the Muscarelle 
Art Museum with Jonathan and Bruce, 4) free summer concerts in Newport News where he met 
Liz, 5) concerts at Merchants Square with Jonathan, 6) outdoor art festivals with Liz at 
Merchant's Square in the fall, 7) food handler's license, 8) pass for Colonial Williamsburg, 9) 
Virginia license, 10) two volunteer jobs, 11) all of the driving, 12) driving with Bruce around the 
area for photography and meeting with Bob (Lerner) the former lead photographer for Look 
Magazine, and 13) going to a record store in Newport News with Bruce. 

I asked Mr. Hinckley how things have been for him when he is introduced to people in these 
various activities, and he replied that he is usually introduced as "John" and people are very 
cordial to him and there "has not been one time" when he has experienced any hostility. 

I told Mr. Hinckley that Mr. Hyde had mentioned something to me about his mail and I asked 
him what type of mail he receives, and he said it is "mainly religious sometimes an autograph 
request, and some of it is sincere like when it may be someone in 10t  grade that has to write a 
report about John Hinckley." He said he does not respond to any of these letters, and he recalls 
early in his hospitalization receiving checks for him to endorse but that has not happened in a 
number of years. He told me he has never received a threatening letter or anything like that at St. 
Elizabeths or at home, but if he did he would bring it to the staff's attention. He also told me he 
has not received threatening phone calls of any type when he is at home, but his mother gets 
annoying phone calls from solicitors for contributions. 

Mr. Hinckley and I discussed his use of the internet and he told me that he uses the internet "a 
little" but only for sites that have been approved and listed on the itinerary. He told me he is 
unaware of any John Hinckley website. 

I asked Mr. Hinckley if he had had any return of psychotic or depressive symptoms or thoughts, 
and he replied that he has not and that he has a very different mindset then he had in "1981 and 
the 70's," "where I was just drowning in that stuff." He told me he is attempting to be "a good 
citizen" and "a part of Williamsburg" and the transition, and even when he watches the news, 
"the terrorism and all the headlines bother me so I don't watch that stuff." He also told me that 
he does not have any aspirations for "fame" or "to become famous" and he spends his time "to fit 
in" and be "a part of the crowd" by being "low key." He said that his paintings and music are 
mainly for his own pleasure and he does not have aspirations to be a rock star or famous writer. 
He added that he has had 34 years of being "infamous, so that's enough." He then said to me, 
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"you know, the old adage of 'be careful what you ask for you might get it', you know, I'm trying 
to get away from that." 

Mr. Hinckley continued that he has no intention of doing a tour with a band but if he is a member 
of a band that wants to go to a studio and record he would want to do that because he is part of 
the band. He added that if the same band said they were going to go on tour or be on "Saturday 
Night Live," then he would have to "exit the band." Mr. Hinckley reemphasized to me his belief 
that his depression is in remission even though he has had some stressors including Ms. N and 
the Dear John letter. He reported he continues to take Zoloft because he had some anxiety in the 
past and he continues to take Risperdal as prescribed. He also takes medication for high blood 
pressure, arthritis, and he has had physical therapy for his foot He said that he goes to the rec 
center in Williamsburg but doesn't do much except walk. Mr. Hinckley also told me that he has 
not had any suicidal thoughts since he made "the last attempt in 1982." I asked about any 
symptoms of his narcissistic personality disorder and what he thought they might be, and he 
responded "a sense of entitlement, grandiosity, drawing attention to yourself, lack of empathy, as 
'the main things'." He then added, "I know you get on the stand and don't say that my 
narcissism is attenuated or whatever term they want to use, but it's greatly reduced now." He 
added that he is not going to say that it is "totally gone" because he thinks "everybody's got 
some narcissism." He also told me that he believes he shows "more empathy now than he did 
years ago" and that is "probably because of the home visits that have made me more human." 
Mr. Hinckley also added that his attention to his cats shows the improvement in his empathy. 

Mr. Hinckley acknowledged that he has been deceptive in the past and that he does not discount 
the assumption of deception as a risk factor. He stated that it was deception when he was to go 
to the movies but did not as an example, but he is "trying not to be deceptive" and if something 
comes up that he wants to do and he feels it needs to be brought to the attention of the treatment 
team he will do so. He acknowledged that he did not try to reach VJ Hyde when he changed the 
itinerary to go to Mr. Tracy's home instead of to the photographer's home and he should have. 
But, on another occasion when he wanted to have coffee at the invitation of Ms.L and could not 
reach VJ, he did not go there. 

With regard to living with his mother, Mr. Hinckley said he intends to live in the house with her 
"as long as she is mobile and sharp in the mind as she is now." He went on to say that if she 
develops "what my father had", then he would not be able to continue to live there, and at some 
point he would basically be on his own. He said that he has talked with Mr. Weiss and that if his 
mother's home became unavailable, they would find a condo or an apartment in Williamsburg 
that would be paid for by his family when that time comes. He then went on to say that, even 
though he "might be wrong," when his mother passes, his brother and sister are going to sell the 
house and they have said they would pay for a condo or apartment for him. I asked Mr. 
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Hinckley specifically about the previous back-up plan being "D.C.," and he responded that in the 
event he had transitioned enough to Williamsburg and his mother became infirmed or died a 
D.C. plan would come into place or begin to come into place. He added, however, that they are 
hoping that he will be living there long enough and supporting himself completely on his own 
such that when his mother passes he could "just stay down there and keep living the way I live." 
I told Mr. Hinckley that I was asking these questions about his expected living situation because 
I do not want there to be the situation where he suddenly would not be adequately supported in 
Williamsburg and would have to return to the hospital as the fall back position, rather than 
possibly being homeless or living in a shelter or something like that, and he responded "I know." 

I asked Mr. Hinckley if there was anything else he could think of that I had not asked him or that 
he feels is important for me to know about him, what has happened over the previous couple 
years, or the plans should the Hospital's recommendation be granted by the court, and he initially 
responded by saying that I "always ask a lot of questions" and he could not think of an area we 
had not discussed. He added that he hoped that I take with me that with this phase he thinks he 
and his team have tied to do things differently and have "really stepped it up to do what the 
judge asked" and hopefully end these "same itineraries over and over." He concluded by telling 
me he thinks he has transitioned a lot more to the communities and he has shown with everything 
he is doing that he can "lead a good life and provide for his mother which is very important," as 
well as "prove the judge right" in whatever he gives him. He said he believes the difference with 
this phase is that he has "worked very hard" and he "now has a team that knows what they are 
doing, likes to work hard, knows what we're going after, and we're getting better." We 
concluded the examination with Mr. Hinckley responding that he did not have any questions for 
me. 

Mental Status Examination 

On mental status examination, John Hinckley, Jr., is a 59-year-old Caucasian male who appears 
slightly younger than his stated age. He is appropriately dressed and groomed at both 
examination appointments. He is alert, cooperative, and in no acute distress. Mr. Hinckley 
demonstrates adequate eye contact, and his speech is appropriate in rate and volume. His affect 
is less constricted than in past examinations, with increases in intensity when discussing his 
failures to adhere to itineraries. His mood is euthymic and appropriate to the situation. His 
attention span is appropriate without evidence of distraction or deficits in short or long term 
memory. He denies hallucinations currently and in the past and does not appear to be influenced 
by internal stimuli. He denies delusional thoughts currently and for the past several years and 
does not demonstrate paranoid or grandiose thinking. His thought content does demonstrate his 
sense of entitlement, frustrations with being "scrutinized," and his belief of being treated 
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unfairly. There is no evidence of flight of ideas, looseness of association or derailment. His 
judgment is fair to good for his activities of daily living, but less so in social situations and 
intimate relationships. Mr. Hinckley's insight is appropriate regarding psychiatric and 
depressive symptoms, but fair with regard to narcissistic elements of his personality disorder as 
he minimizes their importance. He denies suicidal and homicidal thoughts, ideation, intent and 
plans, currently and since the "1980's." 

Diagnostic Impressions  

1. Unspecified Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorder, Delusions with 
significant overlapping mood episodes, in remission 

2. Major Depressive Disorder, in remission 

3. Narcissistic Personality Disorder 

4. Allergic Rhinitis 

5. Hypertension 

6. Arthritis 

7. Gastroesophogeal Reflux Disease (GERD) 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on my examinations of John W. Hinckley, Jr., collateral interviews, and documents and 
materials reviewed as reflected in this report, it is my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical 
certainty that John W. Hinckley continues to suffer from Psychotic Disorder NOS (DSM-V 
equivalent - Unspecified Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorder, Delusions with 
significant overlapping mood episodes), in remission, Major Depressive Disorder, in remission, 
and Narcissistic Personality Disorder. It appears that his symptoms of Psychotic Disorder NOS 
and Major Depressive Disorder are and have been in sustained remission. His Narcissistic 
Personality Disorder continues to be present, and although it appears to be somewhat lessened, it 
continues to influence his judgment, decision-making, interpersonal relationships, and behavior. 

The Hospital's recommendation for the Conditional Release process to progress to Convalescent 
Leave (i.e. outpatient placement of Mr. Hinckley in Williamsburg, VA) appears to be clinically 
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appropriate based on Mr. Hinckley's clinical presentation and his increased participation in 
activities in Williamsburg. At the time of this report, the placement of Mr. Hinckley in his 
mother's residence and the pursuit of government entitlements and subsidies as a resident of 
Virginia, including Medicaid, Social Security, and any other possible subsidies are under 
discussion by treatment staff at St. Elizabeths Hospital, the Forensic Director for the Outpatient 
Department of the Department of Behavioral Health, the treatment providers in Williamsburg, 
and his family. 

I have reviewed the Hospital's recommendations from both the 12/19/14 and the 3/20/15 Letters 
to the Court, as well as Dr. Murphy's Violence Risk Assessment Update of 3/31/15. While I 
agree that Mr. Hinckley's risk for violence to self or others is currently low while utilizing his 
current conditional release order and current clinical and forensic services, I do not agree that 
should he decompensate and his risk factors increase, it would be a "slow process" and readily 
detectible. Mr. Hinckley's history has demonstrated he has made bad or inappropriate judgments 
"in the moment" despite his symptoms of psychosis and depression being assessed as in 
remission. Therefore, in my opinion, it is of great concern that while the increases in community 
activities and potential stressors is occurring, the clinical and forensic services, including risk 
assessment and risk management are proposed to be modified and decreased solely at the 
discretion of the treatment providers without review by the Court. I cannot support the 
Hospital's Recommendations in its current format because of lack of specificity and clarity and 
inadequate attention and planning regarding the potential for increases in Mr. Hinckley's historic 
and evolving risk factors and potential for violence to himself and/or others. 

While there have also been references by treatment providers at St. Elizabeths Hospital and in 
Williamsburg to Mr. Hinckley being eligible for subsidized housing for individuals living with 
mental illness, based on my interview with Jonathan Weiss and Dr. Giorgi-Guatnieri, the 
availability of such housing appears to be very limited if available at all. Mr. Weiss and others 
have also indicated their views that Mr. Hinckley's placement at his mother's home is a 
"transitional" housing plan rather than a permanent plan, as Mr. Hinckley at some point will be 
in need of housing whenever his mother is no longer available to provide her home as his 
residence. 

I have included summaries of my interviews with Mr. Hinckley's Williamsburg providers in this 
report. Dr. Giorgi-Guaneiri, in addition to providing his psychiatric treatment also has an 
essential role as risk assessor in providing both risk assessments and risk management. Mr. Carl 
Beffa has transitioned from case manager and individual therapist to individual therapist and 
group therapist. Mr. Jonathan Weiss has assumed the role of case manager and has been very 
active in not only making inquiries and attempting to establish contacts with various entities for 
volunteer services, paid employment, and social interactions for Mr. Hinckley, but has also gone 
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with Mr. Hinckley to several of these activities at least initially. The activities have been 
increasing since the winter, beginning in approximately September 2014 and increasing further 
in January 2015. The continuation of these efforts and commitment by Mr. Hinckley to engage 
in the activities and experiences Mr. Weiss has arranged is essential for Mr. Hinckley's 
continued efforts at integrating into the Williamsburg community. Despite Mr. Weiss's efforts, 
there have clearly been several rejections of Mr. Hinckley for both volunteer and paid positions, 
as well as various social interactions as noted in the records and this report. I attempted to reach 
Elizabeth Haley by phone and e-mail, however, she has not responded to those efforts at the time 
of completion of this report. 

Further, it appears from my discussions and review of the records that the Williamsburg 
treatment providers have met only once as a "treatment team" which was in January 2015. 
During the last hearing in 2013, I had recommended that they develop as a treatment team by 
meeting collectively with Mr. Hinckley; however, it appears that even though there have been 
various communications between treatment providers, the actual scheduling of regular treatment 
team meetings with Mr. Hinckley in attendance has not yet been achieved. The communication 
between the St. Elizabeths treatment team and Williamsburg treatment providers has improved, 
and at times has included participation of some of the Williamsburg providers by phone when 
the St. Elizabeths treatment team has met for their bi-monthly treatment team meetings. 
However, the participation by the Williamsburg treatment providers has varied based on their 
individual availability and scheduling of meetings. While there have been cancellations of 
scheduled appointments because of other commitments, personal matters, weather, etc., it is 
essential that scheduled meetings be held and attended as vigorously as possible to best support 
Mr. Hinckley's integration into the Williamsburg community and maintenance of his 
stabilization without the emergence of psychotic or depressive symptoms or the increased 
concerns for the risk factors identified historically and currently. 

Based on my interviews of the treatment providers in Williamsburg, it is my impression that 
some, but not all, of the treatment providers would accept Medicaid payments for their clinical 
services provided to Mr. Hinckley, however, that any services regarding forensic issues such as 
monitoring of his progress, reporting to the court in written reports, and/or time spent for court 
testimony would not be covered under Medicaid or other government subsidy to them as private 
providers. The option of Mr. Hincldey becoming enrolled in the Virginia state or county systems 
for the provision of clinical services has not been fully explored and there are no projections to 
indicate that Mr. Hinckley's care and clinical services would be provided by state or county 
employees. Further, there is also a lack of clarity as to which clinician or clinicians will be 
responsible for risk assessment and risk management reporting to the court and the parties 
regarding Mr. Hinckley's ongoing efforts at integration into the Williamsburg community. 
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Further, in my discussions with Mr. Scott Hinckley and Ms. Diane Sims, John Hinckley's 
siblings, Mr. Scott Hinckley indicated that the family financial support for clinical services over 
the long term is "unsustainable." Mr. Scott Hinckley and Ms. Diane Sims had a number of 
questions regarding how his brother's housing expenses could or would be supplemented by 
government subsidies and/or by his brother having paid employment. Mr. Scott Hinckley 
indicated further that such support for his brother in some form of housing, which may include 
renting an apartment and/or subsidized housing for persons living with mental illness would in 
part be supported by the sale of his mother's home once she is no longer residing in her home in 
Williamsburg. Ms. Diane Simms, Mr. Hinckley's sister, vigorously expressed her views that her 
brother, John Hinckley, would not be homeless and that her family would support both his 
housing and clinical needs in Williamsburg. Mrs. Joann Hinckley, Mr. Hinckley's mother, 
reported that the family has not discussed plans for Mr. Hinckley's housing situation or financial 
payments for his clinical services over the longer term if he is placed on Convalescent Leave by 
the Court. 

Accordingly, I am not in support of the Hospital's recommendation that his Conditional Release 
expand from 17-days to Convalescent Leave (Outpatient) status at this time because there is an 
inadequate risk management plan. At the time of this report, the plan is incomplete. The 
Hospital has submitted two letters to the court, dated December 19, 2014 and March 20, 2015, 
respectively. Neither of these letters to the court included a risk assessment update, nor do they 
include a comprehensive risk management plan should the court approve the Conditional Release 
for Convalescent Leave. 

More specifically, the letters to the court indicate that Mr. Hinckley would make weekly phone 
calls to the Outpatient Department and would travel to Washington, DC on a monthly basis to 
meet with Hospital staff at the Outpatient Department for the first four months of his placement 
on Convalescent Leave. In my opinion, this is grossly inadequate provided other risk assessment 
and management activities are in place, and Mr. Hinckley should have such meetings with the 
OPD on a monthly basis indefinitely, until the court is presented with additional information and 
evidence that Mr. Hinckley has continued to adjust appropriately to his placement on 
Convalescent Leave and continued to pursue the activities necessary for his integration in to the 
Williamsburg community as well as being able to demonstrate that his clinical and housing needs 
will be supported in a fiscally responsible manner. The Hospital's recommendation that the 
reporting to Outpatient staff by phone and in-person visits be limited to a specific number of 
months is unwise and does not represent a reasoned risk management plan. The Hospital's plan 
does not adequately address the need for ongoing treatment and monitoring of Mr. Hinckley's 
condition and mental status, particularly in the areas of his ongoing participation in community 
activities and pursuit of gainful, paid employment. It also does not take into account the need for 
monitoring Mr. Hinckley's condition should his interpersonal relationships significantly change, 
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including relationships with his family, the two friends who have been identified as having been 
involved with him since the Fall 2014, and his volunteer activities. 

The previously identified risk factors include: 

1. Depression 
2. Isolation 
3, Psychosis 
4. Level of Insight into Mental Illness 
5. Personality Disorder 
6. Access to Weapons 
7. Lack of Family Support 
8. History of Suicide (Attempts) 
9. Difficulty in Relationships with Friends 
10. Deception 

The risk factors should be updated to include (11) Financial Support and Stability. Financial 
support and stability, which would include the necessity for payment for housing and clinical 
services, and a "back-up" or alternative plan should there be changes in the availability of 
housing in his mother's home or changes in availability of his current treatment providers should 
reimbursement be inadequate, is not adequately addressed in the recommendations. 

Based on my discussions with treatment providers at St. Elizabeths Hospital and in 
Williamsburg, it is unclear as to whether or not there might be the pursuit of clinical services to 
be provided by the State of Virginia and housing to be pursued in the Williamsburg area or 
alternatively in the Washington, DC area, if necessary. 

While the treatment team at St. Elizabeths Hospital and the treatment providers in Williamsburg 
have exchanged information and some of the treatment providers in Williamsburg have 
participated in conference calls with the treatment team at St. Elizabeths Hospital, under the 
recommendation for Convalescent Leave, there would be no requirements for such meetings or 
discussions with the Hospital, no requirements for submitted itineraries to the court and 
compliance with those itineraries by Mr. Hinckley, and much less interaction between Mr. 
Hinckley and his treatment providers than is currently occurring. 

The anticipated role and responsibilities of the Department of Behavioral Health Forensic 
Outpatient Department also requires further clarification and specificity. I am deeply concerned 
that unless the frequency and duration of clinical services, including direct services and treatment 
team meetings by ALL of the treatment team members in Williamsburg, unless ordered by the 
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court, may be unduly influenced by Mr. Hinckley's inability to pay for services and/or other 
considerations which do not adequately consider the need for consistent clinical services, and 
consistent risk assessment and risk management. 

Accordingly, I cannot support the current recommendation for Conditional Release without there 
being more specificity and clarity with regard to the actual clinical services, monitoring and 
forensic reporting, and housing options with appropriate financial assessment of available 
support for Mr. Hinckley at this time. This is not to say that the treatment staff at St. Elizabeths 
and the treatment providers in Williamsburg have not worked diligently to assist Mr. Hincldey in 
his recovery or that Mr. Hinckley has not increased his therapeutic and social activities; 
however, the presumption that a specific number of 17-day (or in the previous recommendation 
24-day) visits would then automatically move to expansions in the Conditional Release to 
Convalescent Leave with services potentially changing without review by the court and without 
adequate risk assessment and appropriate risk management plans should the court accept and 
approve the recommendations for expansion is, in my opinion, unwise and clinically and 
forensically unacceptable. 

My recommendations are as follows: 

1. Continuation of the 17-day visits, as specified in the Court's 2/26/14 Order; and with 
focus on further development and explanation of opportunities for integration in the 
Williamsburg community as per the Court's Memorandum of Opinion of 2/26/14; 

2. Further development of the recommendation for Convalescent Leave Plan by the 
Hospital, Forensic Outpatient Department, and Williamsburg treatment providers to 
provide specificity and clarity regarding clinical and forensic services, including risk 
assessment and risk management, and appropriate reporting to the Court; 

3. Further development of the potential housing plan as a transition plan in the 
Williamsburg, Virginia, and/or Washington, D.C. areas; 

4. Continual provision of clinical and forensic services at St. Elizabeths Hospital pending 
satisfaction of #1, #2 and #3 above; 

5. No expansion to 24-day visits as the Hospital and Williamsburg treating staff indicate 
these would be counter-therapeutic and/or not supportive. 
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hope this information has been informative, and I will remain available for further participation 
in this matter as necessary. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

ee474v3 
Raymond F. Patterson, M.D. 
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